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Abstract
A method for estimating the Camera Response Function (CRF) of
an electronic motion picture camera is presented in this work. The accu-
rate estimation of the CRF allows for proper encoding of camera expo-
sures into motion picture post-production workflows, like the Academy
Color Encoding Specification (ACES), this being a necessary step to
correctly combine images from different capture sources into one cohe-
sive final production and minimize non-creative manual adjustments.
Although there are well known standard CRFs implemented in typ-
ical video camera workflows, motion picture workflows and newer High
Dynamic Range (HDR) imaging workflows have introduced new stan-
dard CRFs as well as custom and proprietary CRFs that need to be
known for proper post-production encoding of the camera footage. Cur-
rent methods to estimate this function rely on the use of measurement
charts, using multiple static images taken under different exposures or
lighting conditions, or assume a simplistic model of the function’s shape.
All these methods become problematic and tough to fit into motion
picture production and post-production workflows where the use of test
charts and varying camera or scene setups becomes impractical and
iii
where a method based solely on camera footage, comprised of a single
image or a series of images, would be advantageous.
This work presents a methodology initially based on the work of Lin,
Gu, Yamazaki and Shum that takes into account edge color mixtures in
an image or image sequence, that are affected by the non-linearity in-
troduced by a CRF. In addition, a novel feature based on image noise is
introduced to overcome some of the limitations of edge color mixtures.
These features provide information that is included in the likelihood
probability distribution in a Bayesian framework to estimate the CRF
as the expected value of a posterior probability distribution, which is it-
self approximated by a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling
algorithm. This allows for a more complete description of the CRF
over methods like Maximum Likelihood (ML) and Maximum A Poste-
riori (MAP). The CRF function is modeled by Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) of the Database of Response Functions (DoRF) com-
piled by Grossberg and Nayar, and the prior probability distribution is
modeled by a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) of the PCA coefficients
for the responses in the DoRF. CRF estimation results are presented for
an ARRI electronic motion picture camera, showing the improved esti-
mation accuracy and practicality of this method over previous methods
for motion picture post-production workflows.
iv
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Digital processes generate large amounts of data. These processes exist in a
large number of applications and in most cases, the generated data exists by
itself without any information or details about the process that created it. It is
of interest to use computers to analyze the data, learn information about the
process, and be able to predict future data from an estimation of the process
that generated that data. This is also known as the field of machine learning.
One of such processes is the capture of images by a digital system. For
more than a 100 years, audiences have enjoyed the movie going experience.
Weather it is a comedy, mystery, drama or action movie, audiences enjoy being
immersed in a story that will bring all sort of emotions while experiencing
the images and sounds associated with that story. Moviemakers have always
focused on delivering the highest quality images possible and work tirelessly
behind the scenes, during production, post-production and exhibition, to make
sure that audiences fully experience the story and don’t get distracted by any
of the many technical details behind the movie making process. Since the
beginnings of this industry, and even more today, movies have been created
by combining images from different capture mediums. From high resolution
65mm silver halide film, to small form factor consumer digital cameras, all have
been used in the movie making process depending on the camera characteristics
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needed for the situation. Some of these characteristics include ease of use,
form factor, image quality, and cost to name a few. While in many cases
selecting a different camera based on the needs of a specific scene ensures
capturing the best possible images for that situation, all footage captured
has to be integrated to make a movie that looks consistent and uniform, this
being one of the most important post-production processes that audiences
are rarely exposed to. Different cameras have different ways of encoding the
light captured from a scene. This encoding converts the light falling onto the
imaging sensor into digital pixel code values that are then manipulated in
post-production.
One of the most important steps in this encoding is the implementa-
tion of a Camera Response Function (CRF) which allows the camera to have
a more efficient encoding and to encode the light from the scene in a way
that mimics the human visual system. Another important step following the
implementation of the CRF is a color encoding transform that ensures sub-
sequent appropriate display color reproduction. Although the main objective
of the CRF is the same for all cameras, different cameras implement differ-
ent types of functions due to different existing standards, advancements in
camera technology, proprietary advantages, and image sensor characteristics
to name a few reasons. This means that the CRF is one of the reasons why
images will look different when brought into the post-production workflow and
why time has to be spent in adjustments so they all look uniform for a given
scene or movie. These adjustments, also known as technical grading, are a
time consuming endeavor that could be optimized by implementing methods
to estimate the camera specific characteristics that created the images, like the
2
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CRF, without the need for specific camera analysis procedures that are not
necessarily viable or practical in post-production environments. In summary,
the post-production workflow can be optimized by learning about the camera
encoding process from digital image data. This will result in a reduction of
post-production time spent in technical grading, allowing for the time to be
spent in creative grading operations.
Combining images from different sources into the same workflow is
again, a very common practice in the motion picture industry and development
of the Academy Color Encoding System (ACES) [1] began in 2004 as an effort
by the Science and Technology Council at the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences (AMPAS) to improve these workflows. The goal of ACES was
to establish standards for the interchange of digitally mastered motion picture
images. One example of earlier attempts to accomplish this was the CINEON
platform established by Eastman Kodak in the early 90s, which was widely
adopted and used in the industry, especially for bringing film originated images
into digital workflows. Even though CINEON provided a way of combining
film originated images with digital originated images, many technical details
were left up to the end-user along with the adoption of simple approxima-
tions of film characteristics. This lead to different interpretations and imple-
mentations resulting in increased post-production inefficiency, increased costs,
constant manual adjustments and reduced image quality. Typical television
or motion picture productions involve different image manipulation workflows
that are very challenging to integrate. Many of these productions can use
various digital cameras and also include film in their production. Add to this
the fact that during post-production, images from all these sources will arrive
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at a facility in a number of different formats, color encodings and in many
cases without helpful metadata. A critical part of ACES is the Input Device
Transform (IDT) which aims at characterizing every possible input so it can
be integrated into the ACES workflow. The CRF is a key camera characteris-
tic that needs to be known for the correct calculation and/or implementation
of the IDT since it relates camera code values to linear scene radiometry, but
factors like camera model, camera settings and shooting conditions can play
a role in the variability of a CRF. It would then be advantageous to estimate
each input CRF only using captured images which are already part of the
post-production workflow or by techniques with very limited interruption to
post-production.
This work focused on developing a method to estimate a motion picture
CRF from an image or a sequence of images to ensure an accurate motion
picture color encoding transformation. As stated above, professional motion
picture production requires images from different sources to be seamlessly
combined. This in turn requires many camera characteristics like the CRF,
sensor spectral sensitivity, color encoding transform, image processing chain
and sensor characteristics among others, to be understood so this task can be
accomplished accurately and efficiently. Although these camera characteristics
are easily measurable in a laboratory environment, they are hard to measure
during production or post-production where time is short and other processes
have priority. Furthermore, modern cameras offer the user a wide range of
options to modify some of these characteristics making the interchange of
images even more challenging during post-production.
Understanding the practical motivation for this research, it’s evident
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that to solve that problem, an computational inference problem must be solved
to estimate the CRF implemented by an electronic camera during capture
without having any information about the capture process, with the exception
of the images themselves. Here is where a probabilistic framework brings
benefits to finding a solution that depends exclusively on the data in question,
the images. This framework is summarized in the next section and further




The computational problem in this research involved the statistical inference of
a CRF based on captured image data. The data is originated in an electronic
camera system, providing a large spatial and temporal sampling of the scene
being captured. A Bayesian probabilistic framework presents a viable and pre-
ferred solution to this problem due to the fact that it falls under the category
of evidential probabilities. This means that the problem can be formulated in
terms of prior beliefs about the process that created the data, and the calcu-
lation of new beliefs as a result of additional evidence, like new image data,
being taken into account and producing a posterior probability distribution.
By understanding the motion picture imaging process, important facts
about the history of the industry, standard and non-standard methods to cap-
ture images, and post-production methods to combine images, it is possible to
justify the decision to attack this problem with a Bayesian probabilistic ap-
proach. Historical and standard capture methods present a solid foundation
for prior beliefs about the mathematical description of the CRF. But this can
only represent a probabilistic belief, as new capture methods and non-standard
methods exist and bring uncertainty to the process. Representing this uncer-
tainty as a prior probability, allows for a statistical inference starting point,
that can then be modified based on relevant evidence, modeled by a likeli-
hood probability distribution over the captured image data, to then produce
a posterior probability distribution as the result.
With the solution methodology proposed as a Bayesian probabilistic
framework, the prior probability distribution and the likelihood probability
distribution were modeled. The prior distribution was based on previous work
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by Grossberg and Nayar [2], a principal component analysis of a database
of existing measured response functions, and a subsequent Gaussian mixture
model associated with the coefficients obtained after the principal component
decomposition for all CRFs in the database. The likelihood was modeled as an
exponential distribution with a specific image feature based metric being used
as the main parameter in the likelihood probability distribution. Two different
image features were considered in this research. The first one is based on the
work of Lin et al. [3] and takes into account edge color distributions that are
affected by the non-linearity imparted by a CRF on image data. The second
image feature is a novel contribution and is based on image noise signatures
and the relationship between the combination of read and photon noise, and
the measured image code value. This relationship is also affected by the non-
linearity imparted by a CRF and is used to establish an additional distance
metric that is then incorporated in the likelihood probability distribution.
Both of these image features were incorporated in the Bayesian framework.
First, an extension of Lin’s work included additional edge color distributions
from multiple image frames, increasing the amount of edges considered in
the approach and minimizing the potential of noise influencing one specific
image. This approach focused on a Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) solution
to the Bayesian posterior probability estimation problem. The second method
involved noise image features as the distance metric for the likelihood function,
and the estimation of a posterior probability distribution utilizing a Markov
chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling approach.
By expanding Lin’s approach to a Bayesian framework that takes ad-
vantage of the information contained in the posterior probability distribution
7
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and not only in a single point estimate like in Maximum Likelihood (ML) or
MAP, the posterior probability distribution can be considered for estimating
an expected value for the CRF. Probabilistic solutions like ML and MAP are
viable solutions to the CRF estimation problem, but don’t take full advantage
of all the process variables’ information contained in a posterior probability
distribution. By obtaining an estimate of the posterior probability distribu-
tion for the parameters in question, the calculation of an expected value for
the posterior distribution improves results especially when dealing with non-
Gaussian shaped distributions like a bi-modal distribution, where the mode
of the distribution is not an accurate representation of the probability distri-
bution. Computing the posterior probability distribution though, comes with
the challenge of computational complexity, which is mitigated by the imple-
mentation of MCMC sampling.
In summary, the methodology chosen brings a solution that only de-
pends on image pixel code values and takes advantage of inherent image fea-
tures that require no additional measurements or scene setups. The method-
ology is not only optimized to produce a minimal mathematical error calcu-
lation but also minimize a perceptual color error metric, to ensure industry
practicality. The estimation of an expected value of the posterior probability
distribution brings benefits when dealing with complex parameter probabil-
ity distributions and improves the error metrics and estimation results over
methods based on a single point, like the mode of the distribution. Lastly, the
methodology brings a novel use of image noise as an image feature signaling
radiometric linearity of the image data. This is especially advantageous for the
problem presented in this dissertation, but also applicable to other imaging
8
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The Bayesian probabilistic framework summarized in the previous section,
presents various advantages over existing radiometric calibration methods.
These advantages are related to improvements to the state of the art prob-
abilistic methods used in radiometric calibration, new relevant image feature
identification to include in the Bayesian framework and practical benefits that
the methodology brings into post-production workflows. These improvements
are summarized next.
1. First, improvement of the method utilizing edge color distributions as
image features, by expanding the number of total color edges identified.
This expansion was carried out by using not only a single image frame,
but a sequence of frames and restructuring the existing algorithm to
incorporate image sequences instead of single frames. The increase in
the number of edge color distributions provided additional data for the
methodology originally presented by Lin et al. The additional data com-
pensated for errors in the estimation of the CRF due to noise or excessive
image processing influencing the edge color distributions considered.
2. Second, the extension of Lin’s methodology to compute an estimate of
the posterior probability distribution function. Lin’s method implements
a MAP solution to the Bayesian framework to solve the statistical infer-
ence problem presented in the previous section. MAP provides a single
point solution and does not take into account all the information included
in the posterior probability distribution. This research implements a
10
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sampling algorithm to estimate the posterior probability distribution
and subsequently compute an expected value for the CRF. Estimation
improvements are shown by estimating the posterior distribution and
computing an expected value versus a MAP solution.
3. Third, identification of a novel image feature to be incorporated into like-
lihood function of Bayesian framework. Although image noise is thought
of as an undesirable influence in edge color distributions, analysis of the
relationship between the total noise in non-textured parts of an image
with different exposures, versus the corresponding measured image code
value, showed that a CRF has an impact in the linearity of that rela-
tionship and an appropriate metric could be developed to utilize this
information in the probabilistic framework. In addition to identifying
this image feature, a metric based on the Pearson correlation coefficient
was identified and incorporated into the likelihood probability distribu-
tion. The linearity of image data is not only important to the problem
presented, but also in other industries like remote sensing. This novel
image feature has the potential to be very useful in any applications
where radiometrically referenced image data is of use for understanding
of light/matter interaction properties of objects that have been imaged.
Remote sensing and photogrammetry are examples of applications that
can benefit from this novel feature and approach.
4. Fourth, the development and implementation of this solution method-
ology was done emphasizing the need to only depend on capture image
data obtained during normal production in a motion picture workflow.
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This is an important improvement over state of the art methods that re-
quire specific images for analysis or constrained or limited capture condi-
tions and lighting. By only depending on normal workflow images from
typical productions, the solution in this research doesn’t interfere with
well-established workflows in the motion picture industry, and presents
the opportunity to incorporate the algorithm into post-production en-
coding workflows seamlessly.
5. Last, the solution presented in this research can improve the efficiency of
post-production workflows focused on the combination and interchange
of images from different capture sources. The ability to estimate a CRF
accurately, ensures the proper linearization of the images for subsequent
encoding in ACES, or any other workflow or application that requires
radiometrically linear image data. This results in color error reduction
during the implementation of an IDT or during the computation of an
IDT for the ACES workflow, reducing unnecessary time spent in manual
adjustments during technical grading, and leaving more time for creative
grading of images. This inclusion of a perceptual metric in the optimiza-
tion of the approach presented, serves as an example where a perceptual
metric can complement a mathematical error metric during optimiza-
tion to ensure a practical result for a specific application. Industries like




This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapters 2 and 3 cover the motion
picture imaging background along with background associated with radiomet-
ric calibration methods and the details of the methodology that served as
a starting point for this research. Chapter 4 covers the novel radiometric
methodology that expands on chapter 3. Chapter 5 describes the details of
the ACES IDT calculation and implementation, as well as the influence of
the CRF in the IDT performance. Chapter 6 covers a possible alternative
approach, its benefits and why the current methodology was chosen at this
time. Chapter 7 describes the experiments carried out and the associated re-
sults along with limitations to the methodology. And lastly, chapter 8 covers a
discussion of the results and contributions, and presents possible future work.
To keep compatibility with the terminology in the literature, the terms
Camera Response Function (CRF), Radiometric Response Function (RRF)
and Opto-Electronic Transfer Function (OETF), a specific term for digital
capture, should all be interpreted as referring to the same function that relates
scene radiometry to measured code values. The term gamma also refers to the
non-linear reproduction in cameras but also includes aspects from perception
and video in addition to physics and it is further explained in the next section.
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2 Motion Picture Imaging Background
2.1 Introduction
The following sections introduce image formation fundamentals along with
how the manipulation of images, in the television and motion picture indus-
try, requires the understanding of the CRF for proper interchange of images.
Traditional and current workflows in the motion picture industry are described,
along with old and modern methods that have been developed to overcome
the many challenges that exist in the interchange and combination of images
from different sources during post-production. The description of the image
formation process establishes the linear relationship between radiometric en-
ergy from a scene and the measured image code value and also establishes the
reasoning for the implementation of a CRF after the capture of radiometric
energy from a scene to properly represent brightness changes according to hu-
man perception and to ensure efficient use of the available encoding bit depth
in digital systems.
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2.2 Imaging Fundamentals Review
How is a digital image formed and how are digital code values related to scene
brightness? This section reviews how images are formed in a camera and
how the values obtained are related to the light coming from the scene. This
process is divided into two parts, how the scene radiance is related to the
image irradiance falling on an imaging sensor and how the image irradiance is
related to pixel values.
2.2.1 Scene Radiance to Digital Image Code Values
The amount of light coming from a scene is defined by the radiance L, which
is the radiant power per unit of foreshortened area per unit solid angle, with
units of watts per square meter per steradian (W/m2sr). After the radiance
passes through a lensed system, the energy falling onto an image sensor is
known as image irradiance E, with units of watts per square meter (W/m2).
The irradiance falling onto the image sensor is proportional the scene radiance
but will vary from the center towards the outside of the sensor due to various
factors. The irradiance will decrease as cos4 of the angle θ that an incident
ray makes with the optical axis. Equation 2.1, presents this relationship be-
tween scene radiance and image sensor irradiance, sometimes also known as
the camera equation. In the equation f# is the f-number, which is the ratio
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Figure 2.1: Vignetting Effect
Image showing the cos4light fall-off associated with vignetting.
Another source of irradiance fall-off is the phenomenon known as vi-
gnetting. This refers to the darkening of the edges of an image due to blocking
of the incident rays at oblique angles, by the effective aperture size. Figure
2.1 shows an example of this effect on an uncorrected uniform exposure.
Although many professional cameras employ advanced algorithms for
automatic correction of fall-off effects, close attention has to be paid to images
captured and confirm automatic corrections to avoid CRF estimation errors
due to any of the previously mentioned factors.
As defined in equation 2.1, the amount of light collected at an im-
age sensor is the irradiance E. Irradiance is then transformed to image code
values through the CRF. Equation 2.2 describes this relationship where E is
irradiance and M is the image intensity (i.e. measured pixel code values).
M = f(E) (2.2)
Increasing the irradiance onto an image sensor will increase, or keep
constant, the image intensity or code values, making this function monotonic
and allowing it to be invertible. There are various reasons for implementing
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a CRF, including extending the capture dynamic range of the image sensor,
improving the efficiency of code value distributions throughout the dynamic
range, processing the linear radiometric captured signal for display and/or to
mimic the non-linear human visual system response to brightness changes as
is explained in section 2.2.3.
In most cases the dynamic range of a scene exceeds the capture dynamic
range of a camera and the exposure h plays a role in the final image intensity
that will be recorded by controlling the amount of light exposed onto the
image sensor. Exposure is defined as the product of irradiance and time at
the image sensor as shown in equation 2.3. Aperture and shutter speed are
the two principal exposure controls available to the camera operator and due
to reciprocity, different combinations of these controls will produce the same
sensor exposure. Decisions regarding depth of field and/or motion blur will
dictate which combination is the most appropriate for a specific situation.
h = Et (2.3)
Another camera setting that impacts the final image intensity is the
International Standards Organization (ISO) speed. ISO speed is a numerical
value inversely proportional to the exposure needed to produce a specified out-
put by the sensor and is used by camera manufacturers to rate the light capture
efficiency of their imaging systems. Two popular measurement techniques that
exist are saturation based ISO and noise based ISO [4]. The saturation based
ISO refers to the maximum possible exposure before clipping occurs while al-
lowing for highlights up to 141% (specular highlights). The noise based ISO
17
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Figure 2.2: Image Formation Diagram
General diagram describing light sensing and encoding into measured pixel
values.
refers to the exposure that will produce a given signal to noise ratio image,
typically 10:1 and 40:1 for what the standard calls an acceptable image and
an excellent image respectively. The effects of different ISO settings in the
estimation of the CRF are studied in this research and methods to make the
estimation independent of ISO are presented.
Figure 2.2 shows the overall process from radiance to image intensity
pixel code values.
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2.2.2 White Balancing
Another setting that affects the image intensity is white balance. Digital cam-
eras implement white balancing by adjusting a gain in each color channel until
a neutral scene object outputs equal pixel code values or intensities. These
gains in turn affect the intensity of the overall image. Although camera man-
ufacturers implement white balancing as simple channel gain corrections, the
IDT computation depends on an error metric that measures perceptual color
differences and a more elaborate treatment of white balancing is used incorpo-
rating human vision chromatic adaptation models. This is further explained
in section 3.3.2.
2.2.3 Gamma Correction
In the computer, television and motion picture industries, the gamma correc-
tion term is a numerical parameter that represents the non-linearity of lumi-
nance reproduction by a display device. It traditionally has been somewhat
mysterious and hard to understand because it not only involves the physics
of the display when reproducing an image, but also the perception of those
images under different surround conditions. From a strictly physics point of
view, gamma correction in video and computer graphics systems comes from
the process of correcting for the inherent non-linearity of old cathode ray tube
(CRT) display devices, where the luminance produced on the screen was a
non-linear function of the input voltage as shown in figure 2.3 with normalized
axes.
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Figure 2.3: CRT Transfer Function
Typical cathode ray tube transfer function relating encoded input voltage
signals to luminance from the screen
In addition to this, the perceived luminance sensation of human vision
known as lightness, CIE L* (CIE is French acronym for International Com-
mission on Illumination), is roughly a 0.3-0.4 power function of luminance,
where luminance is defined as radiance weighted by the spectral sensitivity
function that is characteristic of vision, also known as the luminous efficiency
function [5]. As it is mentioned later in section 2.3.1 when discussing how
silver halide records light exposure, lightness can also be approximated by a
logarithm function based on Weber’s Law for Just-Noticeable-Differences and
is still an active area of study [6].
Regardless of the non-linear model used for representing the lightness
sensitivity in human vision, this is a necessary adjustment when encoding
images to avoid imaging artifacts and make effective use of available encoding
bits. This imaging artifact is called contouring or banding, and it occurs when
the luminance ratio between adjacent code values is larger than 1%, known also
as the Weber contrast, and is easiest to detect in areas of smoothly varying
shades [5]. By combining these two concepts, an interesting coincidence is
revealed where the physics related non-linearity of a CRT display is very similar
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IMAGING SYSTEM Encoding Exponent Decoding Exponent End-to-End Exponent
CINEMA (dark surround) 0.6 2.5 1.5
TELEVISION (dim surround) 0.5 2.5 1.25
OFFICE (light surround) 0.45 2.5 1.125
Table 2.1: End-to-End Power Functions
End-to-end contrast adjustments for different viewing environments.
to the inverse of the lightness sensitivity of human vision. This justifies the use
of gamma correction regardless of the physics involved in the display. Even
more today, when CRT displays have been replaced by newer technologies
with linear characteristics, gamma correction or non-linear encoding is still
necessary for perceptual reasons.
One additional concept to introduce is that of rendering intent. Ren-
dering intent refers to the alteration of a reproduced tone scale to take into
account perceptual effects when viewing images reproduced with substantially
lower luminance than that of the original scene, reproduced with a limited
contrast ratio, or viewed in a dim lit surround. This correction is achieved by
subjecting the luminance to an end-to-end power function between approxi-
mately 1.1 and 1.6 and it will depend on the ratio of the scene luminance to
the reproduced luminance, the display physics and the viewing environment.
The data in table 2.1, acquired from Poynton [5], presents the approximate
exponents for a power function to achieve a perceptually correct encoding
depending on the surround condition. This means that the product of the en-
coding exponent and the decoding exponent set the end-to-end power function
that imposes the rendering intent.
In summary, non-linear encoding of captured scene radiance is neces-
sary for various reasons, including display physics, visual perception, repro-
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Figure 2.4: Rec. 709 and sRGB CRFs and CIE L*
Standard CRFs for encoding video to be delivered to video displays and
computer displays compared with the human luminance perception
(lightness) function.
duction brightness and surround conditions. In many cases depending on the
specific application or industry, the non-linear encoding will be different. As
an example, different functions have been standardized for video systems and
are in use today. These include the ITU Rec. 709 international standard spec-
ifying the parameters for HDTV, SMPTE 240M specifying the first studio
HDTV standard, Rec. 1361 extending the ITU Rec. 709 coding to accom-
modate wider color gamuts and sRGB specifying the parameters for computer
based displays to mention a few. Figure 2.4 shows a comparison of the ITU
Rec. 709 and the sRGB CRFs along with the CIE L*.
In addition to these standardized CRFs, many other non-standard
CRFs exist in camera systems that have been developed to extend the capabil-
ities of traditional video systems adding complexity when combining images
form different sources.
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Figure 2.5: Traditional Film Workflow
Analog motion picture image workflow for silver halide media (film).
2.3 Motion Picture Workflows
In today’s motion picture industry, images are created in a number of different
ways including silver halide film, digital cameras and computer generated im-
agery (CGI). Furthermore, the industry is largely entangled with the computer
and video/broadcasting industries where different independent standards have
been created for the capture and display of images. This section presents the
background from traditional to modern motion picture workflows and some of
the systems that have been implemented to attempt the seamless interchange
of images from different sources.
2.3.1 Traditional Film Workflows
Since around 1900, the motion picture industry has been entertaining audi-
ences all around the world. For the next 100+ years, technical developments
along with extensive human psychophysical tests were combined to produce
the images that we’ve come to enjoy on the big screen. Figure 2.3.1 shows
the basic steps of this traditional workflow where silver halide negative film is
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optically printed onto a silver halide print film for exhibition.
These developments focused in perfecting a system where silver halide
film was the basis for capturing, duplicating, storing and displaying images
and many of the image quality standards from this system are still the aim for
modern motion picture systems. Figure 2.6 shows what is known as a Jones
diagram, or a four quadrant tonescale diagram. The two graphs on the top
share the horizontal axes with the two bottom graphs, and the two graphs on
the left share the vertical axes with the two graphs on the right. This diagram
shows how the response function of a capture negative film is designed to work
perfectly with the response function of a negative print film so that images on
the screen are perceptually correct and produce the right contrast on the movie
screen. This system is designed to produce the correct rendering intent. This
is analogous to gamma correction in video cameras to prepare the images to be
displayed on video monitors. But in this film scenario, gamma takes a slightly
different meaning from the gamma in video. In film systems, gamma is the
slope of the straight-line portion of the film’s response function, also known as
the characteristic curve, for a specific film stock and it relates how changes in
log exposure produce changes in density formed on the film. This means that
the axes are logarithmic. This is also an interesting coincidence. Silver halide
emulsions react to light in a logarithmic manner in the same way as one of the
models for human lightness sensitivity [6] and plotting characteristic curves in
log-log axes makes intuitive sense.
Even though these workflows produced good visual results and had
been perfected over time, some problems still persisted. These included slow
and expensive post-production, limited editing capabilities and photochemical
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Figure 2.6: Film System Jones Diagram
Graphical diagram of the tone transfer from scene to projected print film for
a film workflow.
processing variability as examples. Trying to eliminate some of these problems,
the industry started to adopt digital workflows to benefit from immediate
feedback and ease of editing. One of the main challenges would be how to
find a standard way of digitizing silver halide images to guarantee correct
interchange with digitally originated media that would also be part of motion
picture workflows.
2.3.2 Modern Workflows
Modern motion picture workflows lie at the intersection of traditional silver
halide workflows, video/broadcast workflows and CGI workflows. Video work-
flows have evolved over the last 75+ years and are easily understood and well
implemented on properly calibrated professional equipment. This makes it
easy for video industry professionals to take advantage of tone and color ma-
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nipulation tools that follow the general rules and standards established. So
why not adopt the same standards for digital workflows in the motion picture
industry? Actually, many of these have been adopted and implemented when
the media being manipulated originated with video systems. The problems
arise when film originated images are digitized and brought into a digital work-
flow. Video standards work well but are restricted in color gamut and dynamic
range, making them not practical for future workflows where new technologies
bring advancements like wide color gamut and high dynamic range to capture
and display systems [7, 8].
Two related but distinct general workflows have evolved regarding dig-
itization of film. One focused on digitizing film images for video/broadcast
distribution and the other focused on digitizing film images for motion picture
distribution, also known as the digital intermediate (DI) process. Both work-
flows require knowledge of the film response function when converting film
density to code values and in both cases approximations of the characteristic
curve have been implemented in the industry. These approximations lead to
errors that in some cases can be resolved through color correction but in other
cases cause problems in the interchange of images [9, 10]. Figure 2.7 shows
the general steps in these workflows.
One last part of modern workflows is CGI. These have become ubiq-
uitous in the industry not only to add special effects and characters but also
to add image content that might have been hard or unavailable to capture
initially. The interesting part is that CGI content is always created in ref-
erence to an artist reference display and more importantly, it employs linear
light encoding unlike video or film, making it straightforward to composite
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Figure 2.7: Film Digitization Workflows
Hybrid workflow showing the digitization of film for post-production and
optional recording back to film for analog projection.
with linearized photographic images, but typically problematic with images
processed through a CRF.
2.3.3 CINEON
The CINEON Digital Film System was introduced by Kodak in the early
90’s and was quickly adopted by the industry for the digitization of film and
subsequent interchange of film and digital images [11]. The system was built
with the goal of encoding film printing density. Printing density is described
as the log exposure onto the negative print film during the printing stage.
Equation 2.4 describes how to formally calculate printing density, where PDi
is the corresponding color channel printing density, T is the transmittance
of the negative film being exposed onto the print film, SSi is the spectral
sensitivity of the negative print film for that color channel, S is the spectral
power distribution of the printer light source and λ is the wavelength.
PDi = − log
´
λ
T (λ)SSi (λ)S (λ) dλ´
λ
SSi (λ)S (λ) dλ
(2.4)
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Evidently, printing density is a logarithmic quantity and the CINEON
system encodes it digitally with 10 bit quantization where each code value
represents 0.002 PD, based on an average 2.046 film density range. The CI-
NEON system assumes an average characteristic curve from negative films
from the mid 1990s. This average characteristic curve is described as a linear
function in log-log space with a slope of 0.6 without any toe or shoulder roll
off as it is shown in figure 2.6. This approximation can cause errors when
predicting exposure from digital code values (linearization) versus using the
actual characteristic curve for the film for the prediction. Calculating scene
exposure is the main step in the encoding of images for the interchange of
different sources, and the reason for understanding the CRF or film transfer
function. This error is shown in figure 2.8 plotted in log units for better vi-
sual representation and it shows how the error increases as the code values
deviate from a reference scene white code value and approach the lower and
higher code values associated with the toe and shoulder of the film transfer
function or characteristic curve. This is an example of the errors introduced
by incorrect approximations of a transfer function.
Equation 2.5 shows the approximation implemented in the CINEON
system where IN is the input code value representing printing density, refwhite








Another issue with the CINEON system has been the variability across
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Figure 2.8: CINEON Exposure Prediction Log Error
This graph shows the CINEON model exposure prediction error due to
wrong assumptions about the film’s response function.
post-production facilities in the implementation of the CINEON equations and
necessary calibration of film scanners to produce accurate printing density
code values [9]. These reasons, along with new technologies with extended
color gamuts and dynamic range, prompted the industry to look for other
solutions and eventually develop the ACES platform with the hopes that it
could mitigate some of the inconsistencies in the CINEON system and also
support future developments.
2.3.4 ACES
The ACES platform aims to enable the unambiguous interchange of images
from film and digital sources. Figure 2.9 shows a high level diagram of ACES
from origination to display including every possible input and output.
ACES is designed to be a colorimetric appearance-based color space
and a high precision encoding for mastering, interchange and archiving to be
used as a standard for all motion picture images. This is key, since adopting
this encoding aims at having a seamless interchange of material from dif-
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Figure 2.9: ACES Workflow
Overall ACES diagram including film and electronic inputs. The reference
input device is also shown as producing ACES values directly.
ferent sources. To this end, ACES defined a reference input capture device
(RICD). This RICD is a theoretical camera that would directly generate ACES
values for all images captured without any additional processing and serves
as the aim model for any other motion picture camera entering an ACES
workflow. As can be seen in figure 2.9, part of the ACES workflow includes
the input device transform (IDT). The IDT takes care of transforming the
output of a real motion picture camera into the output of the theoretical RICD,
making it interchangeable with any other material also encoded in ACES. An
essential part of the computation of this IDT is knowing the CRF along with
the white balance condition, spectral sensitivity and ISO settings. It can also
be approximated by taking a known set of exposures with the camera and
comparing them to the equivalent exposures that would be captured with the
RICD. Figure 2.10 shows the general steps in calculating the IDT for a digital
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Figure 2.10: ACES IDT Implementation Steps
Steps to implement an IDT to images from a real electronic camera. Steps
include correcting for the CRF (LUT), white balancing the signals, clipping
the signals to allowable values, color space and chromatic adaptation
implemented through the 3x3 IDT matrix, and a final scaling of values for
ACES.
motion picture camera and are further explained in section 3.3.
The CRF has to be known so that camera code values can be converted
to radiometrically proportional linear values indicative of light hitting the sen-
sor for further conversion to ACES values through a linear matrix transforma-
tion operation. In most cases the CRF is not represented accurately because
access to scientific measuring techniques is simply not available in a produc-
tion or post-production environment or because is being approximated by a
simple approach, like in the CINEON system.
2.3.5 Image Interchange Challenges
The motion picture industry has constantly been faced with the challenge of
how to best accomplish the interchange of images from different sources. As
presented in the previous sections, knowing the CRF is critical to understand-
ing the relationship between the camera’s encoded code values and the scene
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linear radiometry. Standardization of the CRF would be an obvious solu-
tion for every camera manufacturer to follow, unfortunately there are different
standards that specify slightly different CRFs and existing image processing
systems tend to trivially approximate them, causing errors in subsequent cal-
culations. Furthermore, for industry differentiation purposes, newer camera
systems that expand on video imaging standards, have turned to proprietary
non-standardized CRFs in their image processing, leading to further challenges
in post-production.
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3 Radiometric Calibration Background
3.1 Introduction
Radiometric calibration refers to the computation of the CRF, or inverse CRF,
for a specific capture system with the purpose of understanding the mathe-
matical relationship, typically non-linear, between linear scene radiometry and
encoded digital image code values. The standard practical approach is to pho-
tograph a variable reflectance or transmittance chart with known measured
radiance/luminance values and relate these radiance/luminance measurements
to the obtained pixel code values [12]. This approach is very practical in a
research or academic environment but it’s not practical in a motion picture
production or post-production environment.
This section presents current state of the art methods of estimating
the CRF based on different image statistics without having access to direct
CRF measurements as well as a description of the CRF mathematical model
used in many of the estimation methods including this research. In addition,
relevant probability fundamentals are reviewed. Lastly, a state of the art
methodology, independent of many image capture constraints as is done in
many existing methods, is described and presented as starting point for the
novel methodology presented further on in this dissertation.
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3.2 Camera Response Function Estimation
Aside from measuring the CRF through direct photography of a variable re-
flectance or transmittance chart, some of the most popular methods for esti-
mating the camera CRF involve taking multiple registered images of a static
scene while varying the camera exposure and iteratively solving a system of
equations for both the CRF and the exposure ratio unknown variables as pre-
sented in [13] and [14]. Work has also been done by Grossberg and Nayar [2]
to relax this dependency on multiple spatially registered images by using his-
tograms of images at different exposures. Manders, C. et al. [15] estimate the
response by capturing registered images of a static scene illuminated by differ-
ent combinations of light sources and locking the exposure instead of varying
it. Similar work was presented by Kim et al. [16] where the estimation is done
based on a video sequence with varying exposure. All of these methods re-
quire significant effort to obtain a series of registered, static scene or exposure
dependent images.
Other approaches, like Farid [17], assume that the response function
is in the form of a gamma curve, or power function, to estimate it from one
single image by exploiting the fact that the non-linearity introduced by the
gamma correction also introduces higher-order correlations in the frequency
domain that can be detected with tools from polyspectral analysis. However,
many cameras in use today in the motion picture industry have CRFs that
differ significantly from a gamma curve, especially higher end motion picture
cameras where their design deviates from the typical video imaging standard.
Lin et al. [3] estimate the response by looking at the edge color distributions
in a single image. Their results depend heavily on the kinds of edges selected
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and noise and compression artifacts have a an impact on the accuracy of the
estimation. Nonetheless, this work serves as motivation for this research with
the aim to expand its methodology to analyzing edge color distributions in
a sequence of motion images, identify additional image features that affected
by the CRF in addition to color edge distributions and expand their Bayesian
probabilistic approach to include the estimation of the posterior probability
distribution function.
More recent work has also focused on using multiple images, especially
photo collections. Diaz and Sturm [18] use a set of images from an internet
collection to recover the camera’s geometric calibration and a 3D scene model,
which in turn are used as input to determine the camera radiometric response
function. Obviously, the requirement to obtain the scene 3D model would be
an undesired workflow step for motion picture post-production workflows fo-
cused on image integration and color correction. Shafique et al. [19] introduce
a method that uses differently illuminated images and estimate the response
function by assuming that the properties of materials in a scene should remain
constant and use cross-ratios of image values in the different color channels
to compute the response function. They also model the response function
as a gamma curve only. This again excludes the modeling of cameras that
have CRFs that differ from a gamma curve and their algorithm was only ver-
ified by synthetic experiments. In [20], Kuthirummal et al. found priors for
statistics in large photo collections and use them to estimate the response
function of generic camera models assuming that all instances of a camera
model have the same properties and that many images are available for that
specific camera. They empirically found that the joint histogram of irradiance
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values for a specific color channel, looks very similar across different camera
models, based on the symmetric Kullback-Leibler divergence between corre-
sponding histograms. They consequently use this similarity of the histograms
computed for any camera model as a non-parametric prior on these statistics.
A major disadvantage of their method is that it doesn’t allow modeling of
cameras with interchangeable lenses. This is also an impractical approach for
the motion picture industry where lens changes are necessary. In [21], Badki
et al. combine intensity mapping functions without the need for pixel to pixel
correspondence with a rank minimization approach to perform the radiomet-
ric calibration. The drawback of their approach is also the need of multiple
exposures from the scene. The approach by H. Lin et al. in [22] presents a
novel method for compensating for gamut mapping operations before estimat-
ing the CRF, but requires an extensive calibration procedure including over
10,000 images from over 30 cameras. Lastly, in [23] Lee et al. present a method
based on the invariant low-rank structure of sensor irradiance values from a
static scene recorded with a series of different exposure times.
The existing methods described above, with the exception of Lin et
al., suffer from general practical limitations in their application to the motion
picture industry. They are restrictive in the position or movement of the
capture device, they are restrictive in the exposure required for the camera
sensor, they assume a simplistic mathematical formulation of the CRF that
does not characterize all possible CRFs or they require co-capture of images
and some additional scene information. This research again aims to expand on
the work of Lin et al. to avoid these limitations and provide a solution based on
unconstrained captured images that are typical of the motion picture industry.
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In addition, many of the methods described use the CRF model pro-
posed by Grossberg and Nayar [24] based on principal component analysis
where a monotonic CRF can be well modeled with a linear combination of a
few basis functions. This model will also be used initially in this research and
is described in the next section.
3.2.1 Camera Response Function Model
As shown in equation 2.2, the CRF f relates captured scene radiance L, or
proportional image irradiance E, to its measured intensity M in the image,
represented by the pixel code value. Typically, radiometric calibration meth-
ods solve for the inverse response function g = f−1, which is invertible since
the sensor output increases monotonically with respect to E. Previous works
relying on multiple exposures compute the inverse response function based on
the relationship:
g (mA) = rg (mB) (3.1)
where mA and mB represent image intensities in images A and B re-
spectively for corresponding points and r denotes the exposure ratio between
the two images. Requirements like precise registration of images or known
exposure ratios have again been worked around with the use of histogram
equalization and the use of iterative methods, referenced in the previous sec-
tion, to solve for r and g.
One important obstacle in computing the camera radiometric response
function from equation 3.1 is the exponential ambiguity, also know as u-
ambiguity. From equation 3.1 it can be seen that if g and r are solutions
for a specific image set, then gu and ru could also be solutions. To deal with
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this ambiguity, these prior methods require a good initial estimate of the ex-
posure ratio, if unknown, and assumptions on the structure of the radiometric
function model as presented by Grossberg and Nayar [2]. Their results showed
that the relationship between image intensity M = f (E) and image irradiance
E can be expressed as a linear combination of an average CRF h0 and princi-
pal components hn. They called this model the Empirical Model of Responses
(EMoR) and based it off of a Database of Response Functions (DoRF) con-
taining 201 inverse response functions from a variety of digital cameras and
films up to the year 2003. The model is described by equation 3.2:




Although other mathematical functions, like logarithmic or power func-
tions, can be used to model a CRF, Grossberg and Nayar’s model offers the
most flexibility to approximate the CRF. This is important because camera
manufacturers can deviate from pure logarithmic or power functions when
implementing a CRF in their image processing workflow.
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Figure 3.1: Probability Diagram
Diagram to visualize fundamental probability concepts and derive the
product and sum rules with regards to two random variables.
3.3 General Probability Review
Probability theory plays a key role in the field of machine learning. It provides
a way to quantify and manipulate uncertainty by following a set of rules. These
rules of probability are best explained by deriving them from the following
example adapted from [25]. Let’s consider two random variables X and Y and
the diagram in figure 3.1.
Random variableX can take any of the values xi where i = 1, 2, . . . , M ,
and Y can take the values yj where j = 1, 2, . . . , L. Now let’s consider N
sampling trials of X and Y , and let nij be the number of trials in which
X = xi and Y = yj. In addition, the number of trials for which X = xi
irrespective of Y , is ci, and the number of trials for which Y = yj irrespective
of X, is rj. The probability that X will take the value xi and Y will take the
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value yj is called the joint probability of X and Y , p(X = xi, Y = yj). This
is represented by the number of points in cell i, j as a fraction of the total
number of points, N , considering the limit N → ∞. Equation 3.3 shows this.




In the same way, p(X = xi) represents the probability that X is equal
to xi irrespective of the value of Y . It is given by the fraction of points that
fall into column i in figure 3.1 and described by equation 3.4.




By noting that ci =
∑
j
nij, equation 3.4 can be written in the following
form.
p(X = xi) =
L∑
j=1
p(X = xi, Y = yj) (3.5)
Equation 3.5 is known as the sum rule of probability and p(X = xi) is
referred to as the marginal probability. Considering the fraction of instances
for which Y = yj when X = xi, referred to as the probability of Y = yj given
that X = xi, is called the conditional probability and it is obtained by finding
the fraction of points in column i that fall in cell ij. Equation 3.6 shows this.




Combining equations 3.3, 3.4 and 3.6, we can derive the following rela-
tionship, known as the product rule of probability.
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= p(Y = yj | X = xi) p(X = xi) (3.7)
By the symmetry property for probabilities, p(X, Y ) = p(Y, X), and
taking the product rule into account, the following relationship can be derived
for conditional probabilities. This relationship is known as Bayes’ theorem,
and is presented next in a simplified and generic notation.
p(Y | X) = p(X | Y ) · p(Y )
p(X)
(3.8)
Using the sum rule, the denominator in equation 3.8 can be expressed
in the following form, representing the normalization constant to ensure that





p(X | Y ) p(Y ) (3.9)
One known statistic to review for this research is the Pearson corre-
lation coefficient, which indicates the extent to which two random variables
are linearly related. The Pearson correlation coefficient is defined to have a
value between -1 and 1, where -1 represents a total negative correlation, 0
represents no correlation, and 1 represents a total positive correlation, and it
is calculated by computing the covariance of two random variables, divided by
the product of their corresponding standard deviations. Equation 3.10 defines
the Pearson correlation coefficient for a population of the random variables
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X and Y , where the covariance of X and Y is expressed in terms of means,





E [(X − µX) · (Y − µY )]
σX · σY
(3.10)
The derivation of the Bayes’ theorem brings a different interpretation of
probabilities compared to the more traditional view of probabilities as frequen-
cies of random, repeatable events, which is known as the frequentist approach.
In the Bayesian approach, probabilities provide a way to quantify uncertainty
about an event. The main significance of the Bayes’ theorem is that it allows
the conversion of a prior probability into a posterior probability by taking
into account observed data from an uncertain event. The prior probability
represents the assumptions made about an event without any observed data,
p(Y ). Once data about the event is obtained, it can be taken into account
and is expressed as a conditional probability known as the likelihood function,
p(X | Y ). The likelihood function expresses how probable is the data X, for
different values of parameters Y . This means that Bayes’ theorem can be ex-
pressed in words as posterior ∝ likelihood× prior. This Bayesian framework
is again the foundation for the different probability estimation methodologies
presented in this research.
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3.4 Radiometric Calibration Through Edge Color Dis-
tributions
The following sections present the radiometric calibration methodology fol-
lowed by Lin et al. [3]. Lin’s method takes advantage of non-linearities intro-
duced by a CRF at color edges in one single image. This is advantageous since
it very easily fits into a motion picture post-production workflow and avoids
dependency on multiple images, different exposures, multiple images or any
additional calibration data. This dependency on a single image, made this
methodology the preferred starting point for this research.
3.4.1 Edge Color Distributions
Radiometric calibration from a single image can’t be accomplished by the use
of equation 3.1 because of the dependency on different exposures. To avoid
this dependency, the relationship between the CRF and measured edge color
distributions can be studied. Single sensor (CCD or CMOS) cameras, like
most used in the motion picture industry, require a color filter array (CFA)
to capture color images. Each array element, or pixel x, images a solid angle
of the scene and the whole array of pixels is S (x). For each x, the image
irradiance E depends on the sensitivity qk of the pixel and filter pair, where
k is the color of the filter, and the incoming scene radiance L incident on the
image plane points p included in S (x):





L (p, λ) qk (λ) dp dλ (3.11)
Here λ represents the range of wavelengths that are transmitted by the
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color filter k and it is assumed that all three colors red, green and blue are
measured accurately because of effective demosaicing in the camera. Demo-
saicing refers to the mathematical process of estimating missing primary color
values at each pixel position due to each pixel only capturing one primary color
with a CFA. It is important to also recognize that image noise or non-optimal
demosaicing can impact any calculations where these edge color distributions
are taken into account.
3.4.2 Edge Color Boundary Detection
The detection of edges in the image is done by applying a Canny edge detection
algorithm as described in [26]. The algorithm utilizes an intensity gradient
detection method with a threshold parameter to control the edge detection
sensitivity after applying a Gaussian filter to reduce the influence of noise
in the detection. For edge color distributions detection, the threshold is set
empirically to a high value to allow only true edges to be detected and minimize
the amount of noise or non-edge textured features from being mistaken and
detected as edges. Figure 3.2shows an example edge map.
3.4.3 Edge Colors Analysis
To ensure proper edge color distributions, a color analysis is performed on the
candidate edges and the mean and variance values for each of the two candi-
date color regions in each patch are computed. If the variance for each color
region falls below a certain threshold, the areas are each considered uniform.
In addition, the two areas’ color mean values must lie at a specified Euclidian
RGB distance from each other to avoid noise influencing the distance compu-
tation. Last, the edge colors must also lie within the color range delimited by
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Figure 3.2: Canny Edge Detection Map
High threshold Canny edge detection to ensure only true edges considered in
edge color distributions
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Figure 3.3: Measured Color Non-linear Distribution at Image Edges (Adapted
from Lin et al.)
Diagram showing the CRF impact on edge color distribution triplets. The
linearity exhibited in 3D space, turns to a non-linear relationship when a
CRF is applied to the images.
the two edge regions. If all these conditions are met, the color triplet is added
to the dataset used for the CRF estimation.
3.4.4 Transformation of Edge Color Non-linearities to Linear Dis-
tributions
To analyze edge color distributions two regions of distinct but uniform color
are considered, like in figure 3.3.
Since image sensors have limited spatial resolution, a pixel x imaging a
scene area where the two regions come together on an edge, will be receiving
scene radiance L1 (λ) and L2 (λ) respectively from region 1 and region 2, and
the overall radiance incident on it can be expressed as:
ˆ
S(x)
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dp and S (x) is of unit area. Looking back at equation
2.2 and substituting equations 3.11 and 3.12 into it, the measured color at
pixel x will be:
m (x, k) = f [αE1 (x, k) + (1− α)E2 (x, k)] (3.13)
For a linear relationship between the image irradiance E and the mea-
sured color f (E) to exist, the following property has to hold true:
f [αE1 + (1− α)E2] = αf (E1) + (1− α) f (E2) (3.14)
This means that the measured colors of pixels that lie on an edge,
would fall on a straight line in the RGB color space between both regions.
But, since f is typically non-linear, the measured edge colors no longer fall in
a straight line, and this feature can provide information about the CRF. This
non-linearity of the measured edge color distributions is used to estimate the
CRF, based on the assumption that the inverse CRF should transform the
measured values back into values linearly related to image irradiance. For an
edge region with measured colors M1 and M2, the inverse CRF, g, should map
the measured color Mp of each point p in the region to a line defined by g (M1)
and g (M2). Figure 3.4 shows this graphically. A function g satisfies this
property if the distance from g (Mp) to line g (M1) g (M2) is zero as described
by equation 3.15 where × is the cross product operation between the two
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Figure 3.4: Non-linear to Linear Distribution Transformation (Adapted from
Lin et al.)
The correct inverse CRF will restore the linear edge color distributions
relationship in 3D space.
vectors.
| [g (M1)− g (M2)]× [g (Mp)− g (M2)] |
| g (M1)− g (M2) |
= 0 (3.15)
All obtained edge color triplets are combined into a set Ωc = {M1,M2,Mp},
and the total distance is then defined as:
D (g; Ωc) =
∑
Ωc
| [g (M1)− g (M2)]× [g (Mp)− g (M2)] |
| g (M1)− g (M2) |
(3.16)
The best inverse response g will be the one that gives the smallest total
distance among all edge color distributions selected. The relationship between
the estimated irradiance given by g and the absolute irradiance hitting the
camera sensor will have unknown scaling factors for each color channel. To
deal with these differences, the domain and codomain of g are normalized so
that g(0) = 0 and g(1) = 1as it is done in [24]. The model used for g is based
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on the EMoR from real-world camera response information compiled into the
DoRF from Grossberg and Nayar’s work [24]. The DoRF is shown in figure
3.5. Using the PCA based CRF model, introduced in section 3.2.1, the inverse
response function g is modeled by:
g = g0 +Hc (3.17)
where g0 is the mean inverse response, H is a matrix with columns
representing the eigenvectors and c is a coefficient vector that represents an
inverse response function. Having defined the CRF model and the edge color
distribution distance features, Lin’s method implements the Bayesian approach
described next to estimate the CRF.
3.4.5 Probabilistic Framework
Probability based estimation methods have been used for many years and
in many applications with two popular solution methods to Bayes’ theorem,
Maximum Likelihood (ML) and Maximum A Posteriori (MAP). In the case
of ML, the result is process most likely to have generated the observed data,
whereas in MAP the result is the process that is most likely, given the observed
data [27]. An important difference is that MAP estimation applies Bayes’
theorem, shown again in equation 3.18 with relevant variables to this research,
so that the estimate can take into account prior parameter knowledge in the
form of a prior probability distribution, p(g), while evaluating the likelihood
of the data, p(Ωc|g), generated by those parameters. MAP can be considered
an improvement over ML, but both, ML and MAP, give only single point best
estimates and not a distribution of the parameters in question. On the other
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Figure 3.5: Database of Response Functions
Set of CRFs collected by Grossberg and Nayar. This database included
known CRFs up to 2003.
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hand, a benefit is that these methods allow the computation of this single best
estimate in a fast and efficient manner.
p (g|Ωc) =
p (Ωc|g) p (g)
p (Ωc)
=
p (Ωc|g) p (g)´
g
p (Ωc|g) p (g) dg
(3.18)
3.4.6 Prior Probability Distribution
Following this Bayesian approach, a prior probability distribution model can
be created based on the EMoR PCA coefficients compiled by Grossberg and
Nayar [24]. This prior probability distribution, p(g), describes prior knowl-
edge about the EMoR mathematical description and dimensional space of the
CRFs and is modeled as a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), with means and
covariances µi,Σi for each mixture component i and mixture proportion αi. In
this implementation the prior was precomputed using the Expectation Maxi-





3.4.7 Gaussian Mixture Model
A Gaussian Mixture Model can serve as a clustering algorithm where each
cluster is assumed to have their own independent Gaussian distribution. In this
research, the GMM is applied to the set of coefficients obtained in the EMoR.
The coefficient clusters can provide prior probability information about the
DoRF. To obtain these clusters, the EM algorithm is used. The process starts
with an initialization step where random points are selected to be the means of
each cluster and the covariance of each cluster is selected to be the covariance
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of the whole data set. After this initialization step, two additional steps are
performed iteratively until convergence. The first step is the Expectation
step, where the probability of each data point belonging to a each cluster
is calculated. The next step is the Maximization step where the means and
covariances of each cluster are recalculated based on the probabilities obtained
in the previous Expectation step.
3.4.8 Likelihood Probability Distribution
From equation 3.16, the estimated inverse CRF should yield a low total dis-
tance for the correct inverse CRF. The likelihood probability distribution,
p (Ωc | g), can then be modeled by incorporating this distance calculation into
an exponential distribution, with λ set empirically and Z being a normaliza-
tion constant:
p (Ωc | g) =
1
Z
exp (−λD (g; Ωc)) (3.20)
3.4.9 Bayesian MAP Solution
After modeling the prior and the likelihood functions, the problem can be
formulated in a Bayesian framework following equation 3.18, with an MAP so-
lution approach as described in equations 3.21 and 3.22. The optimal response
function for data set Ωc, is then:
g = arg max p (g | Ωc) = arg max p (Ωc | g) p (g) (3.21)
Or taking the log of equation 3.21, g can also be written as:
g = arg min λD (g; Ωc)− log p (g) (3.22)
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This again represents a single point best estimate of the inverse CRF,
g.
3.4.10 Ensuring Monotonicity
As presented in section 3.2.1, g = f−1, and it is invertible due to the mono-
tonicity of the output of an electronic sensor with respect to the irradiance
falling on it. To ensure that the estimate of g satisfies this, monotonicity is
imposed by following the method presented by Grossberg and Nayar [24]. For
the function to be monotonic, its derivative must be positive. This can be
expressed by defining a discrete derivative matrix V , and based on the EMoR,
this monotonicity constraint becomes a system of inequalities presented in
matrix form in equation 3.23.
V gmon ≥ 0 (3.23)
Following equation 3.17, gmon is of the form gmon = g0 + Hcm, where
the coefficient vector cm is then determined with the constraint V Hcm ≥
−V g0. This becomes an optimization problem to minimize the squared error
as follows:
cm = argminc ‖ Hc− g − g0 ‖2 (3.24)
3.4.11 Camera Response Function Estimation Ambiguity
Previous radiometric calibration methods have dealt with CRF estimation
ambiguity, especially the exponential ambiguity presented in section 3.2.1, by
estimating exposure ratios and making assumptions about the form of the
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CRF. A similar ambiguity can arise in this color edge distributions approach
when the color triplets distance function in equation 3.16 is minimized by more
than one CRF. This can happen when the distributions lie along the R=G=B
axis (neutral colors edge). Since it is quite unlikely for all the edges in a
color image to be a purely neutral color, it is also unlikely for this ambiguity
to exist as long as black and white images are not processed through this
methodology. In addition, knowledge about the shape of the CRF along with
the monotonicity constraint, allow this method to avoid a potential ambiguity.
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3.5 Summary
This research focuses on developing a Bayesian probabilistic model to estimate
the CRF building off of a state of the art single image estimation method based
on edge color distributions of a single image. Past state of the art research has
focused on ML and MAP solutions to the Bayesian framework as described in
this section. The benefits of this approach present a great starting point for
our methodology with the implementation of a MAP solution to the statistical
inference problem, but at the same time, open the door to taking advantage
of current computing resources and additional image data, to develop a new
Bayesian methodology and approximate the posterior probability distribution
instead of only calculating an MAP single point solution.
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4 Novel Radiometric Calibration
4.1 Introduction
As discussed before, the methodology presented in the following sections is
inspired by the work of Lin et al. [3], and aims at expanding their approach to
a Bayesian framework that takes advantage of the information contained in the
posterior probability distribution and not only in a single point estimate like in
ML or MAP. Probabilistic solutions like ML and MAP are viable solutions to
the CRF estimation problem, but don’t take full advantage of all the process
variables’ information contained in a posterior probability distribution.
Computing the posterior probability distribution though comes with
the challenge of computational complexity due to the potential high dimen-
sionality of the problem. This is addressed in this work by implementing a
sampling algorithm to obtain an estimate of the CRF. In addition, this sec-
tion also includes the description of a novel image feature based on noise mea-
surements, that is incorporated in the likelihood function of the probabilistic
framework to estimate the CRF.
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4.2 Radiometric Calibration with Multiple Frames
The first expansion to Lin’s work focused on implementing the MAP CRF
solution methodology presented in section 3.4, but using multiple frames to
expand the number of edge color distributions considered in the distance calcu-
lation in equation 3.16. The main objective was to minimize impact of image
noise relative to number of edge color distributions and look to improve the
CRF estimation result.
The implementation expanded the amount of edge color distribution
information included in set Ωc from color edges in one frame, to color edges in
10 and 20 frames respectively. The likelihood and prior probability distribu-
tion functions were formulated as in section 3.4 as well as the MAP solution
approach following equation 3.22. Details about the experimentation results
are included in the results section of this document and published in [28].
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4.3 Noise Image Features for Radiometric Calibration
The next step in this research included the expansion of the Bayesian frame-
work to include the estimation of the posterior probability distribution func-
tion of the CRF through a Markov Chain Monte Carlo sampling process. In
addition an update to the DoRF with current motion picture camera CRFs
and additional gamma function models was also performed, expanding the
database from 201 entries to 277. The CRF PCA model described in section
3.2.1 is based on data acquired from imaging systems up to the year 2003. With
many different camera systems having been developed since then, an update
to the data used in this research was important. Following this DoRF update,
thought was given to how noise not only affected edge color distributions, but
also to the relationship of noise measurements and average intensity measured
code values. A novel idea to use image noise as an image signature containing
information about the CRF was consequently investigated and implemented
as part of the methodology. The following sections describe these noise image
features, their relationship to the non-linearity introduced by a CRF and the
sampling approach to estimate the posterior probability distribution function.
4.3.1 Noise in Electronic Images
Following the previously described Bayesian framework, an innovative CRF
estimation approach was investigated to again avoid the need for different
exposures to estimate a CRF as required by equation 3.1, and avoid the po-
tential influence of noise in edge color distributions. Instead of relying on the
edge color distributions non-linearity introduced by a CRF, we can tackle the
problem by looking at the non-linearity introduced in the relationship between
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several image area intensity measured code values and the total noise in those
image areas.
The total noise in the image data captured by an imaging sensor is a
combination of several independent sources of noise. These include photon
noise, read noise, which includes a fixed pattern noise component, thermal
noise, pixel response non-uniformity noise and the quantization error as ex-
plained in [29]. Equation 4.1 shows how different independent noise sources,
N1,N2,N3... Nn are added in quadrature to contribute to the total noise Nt. In







3 + ... +N
2
n (4.1)
Photon noise is the noise associated with the fluctuations around the
average flux of photons arriving at an imaging sensor. These fluctuations are
governed by Poisson statistics and they are equal to the square root of the
average flux, or number of photons, counted by the imaging sensor. Equation
4.2 shows this relationship, where NPh represents the photon noise and P




Read noise, NR, is associated with the fluctuations introduced by the
electronic components present in the readout, gain and digitization circuitry
of the sensor at each pixel. The digitized signal is ideally directly proportional
to the photon count that arrived at each pixel. But in real camera systems,
the read noise introduces a deviation in the raw measured code value. As an
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example, the read noise can be isolated and measured by capturing a black
frame. This implies taking a frame, or a few frames, with a lens cap on,
to avoid light hitting the sensor, at the highest shutter speed, or shortest
integration time, possible. Once this black frame is captured, the read noise
can be calculated as the standard deviation of that frame, since all variation
is solely due to the electronics and not to any arriving photons. A component
of the read noise is the fixed pattern noise and it can be isolated by taking
the average of J black frames, typically ten or more. This averaging has the
effect of removing the variable component of the noise, reducing it by a factor
of
√
J relative to the fixed pattern component, and leave only a fixed pattern
noise template, that can then be subtracted by the camera processing.
A third noise component is thermal noise. Thermal noise is due to the
thermal agitation of electrons in a sensor pixel and they are indistinguishable
from electrons generated by an exposure. The thermal noise tends to rise with
exposure time, but this is not a concern for motion imaging applications as
the exposure time is set consistent each time and it is restricted by the chosen
frame rate of the motion imaging camera.
Pixel response non-uniformity (PRNU) is the next noise component
considered, and it is related to the difference from pixel to pixel in the efficiency
to capture and count arriving photons. PRNU grows proportionally with the
exposure level and it is the most dominant noise component at high exposure
levels if not accounted for in the camera processing. The relationship between
PRNU and raw code values is given by equation 4.3, where NPRNU represents
the PRNU noise, v represents the variation in the response of each pixel and
SAV G represents the average raw code value.
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NPRNU = v · SAV G (4.3)
The last noise component is the quantization error. This noise is due to
the rounding off in the conversion from an analog voltage signal into a digitized
raw code value. The contribution of this error to the noise is considered
negligible in modern electronic motion imaging cameras and not considered
further in this research.
In modern camera systems, some of these contributors to noise will be
minimized by in-camera processing. As described above, the fixed component
of the read noise can be eliminated by averaging a number of black frames. The
PRNU can also be eliminated by a process called flat field correction since it is a
fixed property of the imaging sensor that does not change from image to image.
The process involves again taking J number of images of an evenly illuminated
featureless surface. Since PRNU is most dominant at higher exposures, and the
variable photon noise will also be an important contributor at those exposure
levels, taking the average of J flat field images will reduce the variable photon
noise by a factor of
√
J relative to the PRNU. Now, PRNU is a variation on
each pixel’s response to light. The average flat field image represents a map
of that variation and can then be used to divide the captured image raw pixel
code values by the flat field image pixel code values, removing the variation in
pixel to pixel response. This will also have the effect of dividing the raw pixel
code values by the average illumination level of the flat field image LAV G, so
it will need to be restored in the correction. Equation 4.4 shows how both
the fixed pattern correction and PRNU correction are implemented where IC
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is the corrected image, IU is the uncorrected image, FPT is the fixed pattern
noise template and PRNUT is the flat field PRNU template. Applying the
correction in this way also takes care of removing any camera specific raw code
value offset applied to images, as the fixed pattern template would include the
offset.
IC =
LAV G · (IU − FPT )
(PRNUT − FPT )
(4.4)
It is important to realize that although noise contributions from fixed
pattern noise and PRNU can be minimized or eliminated in modern camera
systems, contributions from the variable component of the read noise and from
photon noise are going to be present in every image. Again thermal noise will
be indistinguishable from photon noise but constant at a set exposure time and
the quantization noise will be negligible. These facts allow the introduction of
a novel image feature that can be used to estimate the CRF.
4.3.2 Linearity of Noise Features
As shown in the previous section, many sources of noise combine when cap-
turing an electronic image, and some of these sources can be eliminated or
discounted. The two most important sources of noise considered in typical
exposures are read noise, NR, and photon noise, NPh, and together they de-
termine the image quality and signal to noise ratio at a given exposure. The
two can be combined in quadrature to determine the total noise, NT , as pre-
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Photon noise is dictated by Poisson statistics as shown in equation 4.2,
where the photon noise is the square root of the average photon count. Image
data is accessible in the form of raw code values instead of photon counts
and there exists a proportionality constant that relates this photon count and
the raw code value. This is known as the gain, and it is represented with the
variable ζ. This allows equation 4.2 to be rewritten in terms of raw code values
(RCV). With ζ photons/RCV, the noise and the photon count are represented
in raw code values as NPhCV = NPhζ and SCV =
P
ζ
, and equation 4.2 can be




In addition, ζ is inversely proportional to the camera ISO setting.
Equation 4.7 shows this relationship, where ISO represents the camera ISO
setting and ISON is a constant that represents the native ISO of the camera,
which is reported by the camera manufacturer following the ISO photographic





This results in the following relationship between the photon noise raw



















Now equation 4.5 can be expressed in the following form where the total
noise, read noise and photon noise are obtained by measuring the noise and
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signal in raw pixel code values. This allows the measurement of the noise at a
variety of exposure levels, plotting the square of the noise versus the average
raw code value and fitting it to a straight line, where the inverse of the slope
is the gain controlled by the camera ISO setting, and the y-axis intercept is







The process for analyzing the noise in a camera that provides access to
raw code values can now be summarized in the following steps.
1. Obtain two images of the same scene and under the same exposure con-
ditions and camera settings. If working on a controlled environment, a
uniformly lit, slightly out of focus color checker chart provides a series of
exposures with uniform patches where to measure the noise, but this is
not absolutely necessary for this research. Taking the image slightly of
focus ensures that any surface imperfections don’t contaminate the mea-
surement. The use of two successive images having the same exposure
and subtracting them ensures the elimination of systematic effects like
PRNU and subtle gradients that can also contaminate the measurement
of the total noise. Obtaining two successive images for this purpose
turns out to also be trivial when capturing motion images as long as
there is not fast scene movements or fast camera movements. Additional
edge-detection based pre-processing can be implemented to ensure the
selection of uniform areas for the noise analysis and avoid the need for
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specific noise measurement charts.
2. The two images are then added together and the raw code value average
for each of the patches for each of the channels is measured. The resulting
raw code values are then divided by two to obtain the average signal for
each exposure in raw code values.
3. The two images are subtracted and the standard deviation is calculated
in each of the color patches considered in step 2. The result is divided by
√
2 to obtain the combined read and photon noise for each of the patches.
This division adjustment by
√
2 is necessary due to the fact that inde-
pendent noise sources add in quadrature, so in combining the two images
by subtracting them, the resulting standard deviation measurements will
be
√
2 times the standard deviation of a single image.
4. Finally, a plot can be created of the square of the total noise obtained in
step 3 vs. the average signal raw code values from step 2. This plot will
be a straight line where the y-axis intercept is the read noise squared
and the slope of the line is the inverse of the camera gain.
Figure 4.1 is an example of the straight line total noise plots for the red, green
and blue channels following the steps listed above. The image analyzed was of
a MacBeth color checker chart and its 24 patches following this procedure to
show the noise squared vs. raw code value linearity described in this section.
Any non-linear function applied to the raw code values to produce the
measured color as shown back in equation 3.14, will also disrupt the linear
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Figure 4.1: Total Noise vs. Raw Code Value
Linear relationship between the square of the total noise versus the measured
pixel code value for channels R, G, and B.
Figure 4.2: Effect of CRF on Noise vs. Raw Code Value Relationship
Non-linear relationship between the square of the total noise and the
measured pixel code value for channels R, G, and B. This is introduced by
the CRF.
relationship presented in equation 4.9 between the total noise squared and the
raw code value. Figure 4.2 shows the effect of applying a non-linear CRF to
the image and how the linear relationship in equation 4.9 doesn’t hold any
more. This non-linearity of the total noise squared vs. raw code values is then
used to estimate the CRF, as processing the image through the inverse CRF
will restore the linear relationship.
It’s important to highlight that for a different camera gain ζ, or dif-
ferent ISO setting, the slope of the linear relationship presented in figure 4.1
will vary, but the linear relationship between total noise squared and raw code
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value will still hold, making this a very convenient image feature for analyzing
images captured at different ISO camera settings.
4.3.3 Pearson Correlation Coefficient and Pearson’s Distance
Looking at equation 4.9, it is necessary to define a metric that indicates the
level of linearity between the noise squared measurements and the correspond-
ing raw code values. With this in mind, the Pearson correlation coefficient in-
troduced in section 3.3 can be used to measure the linearity between the noise
squared variable and the raw code value variable as described in [30]. The
Pearson correlation coefficient for the noise squared vs. raw code value plots
presented in figure 4.1 is 1, representing a total positive correlation. Figure
4.3 shows the sample Pearson correlation coefficient for various examples of a
scatter diagram between random variables X and Y .
In the case of sampling a population, as it’s the case when analyzing
a select number of image patches, the Pearson correlation coefficient is known
as the sample Pearson correlation coefficient and it is derived from the sam-
ple mean and the sample standard deviation, both computed from the total
number of samples. In addition, a distance metric for the random variables
X and Y can be calculated from the sample Pearson correlation coefficient.
This distance metric is known as Pearson’s distance and is shown in equation
4.10, where d represents the Pearson’s distance. Pearson’s distance will have
minimum value of 0, for a total positive correlation and a maximum value of 2
for a total negative correlation. This distance can then be incorporated into an
exponential distribution, in the same manner described in section 3.4.8, maxi-
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Figure 4.3: Sample Pearson Correlation Coefficient Scatter Diagram Examples
Pearson correlation coefficient value ranges for different data patterns.
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mizing the likelihood probability distribution when a total positive correlation
exists.
d = 1− ρX,Y (4.10)
4.3.4 Noise Patch Detection
The procedure presented in section 4.3.2 computes the total noise utilizing
a pair of images of a color checker, or similar chart, to ensure smooth non-
textured image surfaces appropriate for noise measurements. This is a prac-
tical process to follow in a laboratory environment but very impractical for
typical production workflows. This research focuses on computing the total
noise on any non-textured image areas where the measurement can be done
reliably. The task of detecting these areas is carried out in two general steps.
First, an edge detection algorithm is used on the image after a smoothing ker-
nel is applied. This step ensures that true edges and textured image areas are
detected. Second, the edge map created in the edge detection stage is used to
exclude those areas from where the noise measurement can be done reliably.
The detection of edges in the image is done by applying a Canny edge
detection algorithm as described in [26] and in a similar way as in section 3.4.2.
The algorithm utilizes an intensity gradient detection method with a threshold
parameter to control the edge detection sensitivity after applying a Gaussian
filter to reduce the influence of noise in the detection of edges. For the noise
patches detection approach, the threshold is set empirically to a low value to
allow not only edges but also high noise and non-edge textured features to be
detected. This edge map is then used to exclude those areas when performing
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the noise patch detection and subsequent total noise calculations.
The patches selected to be analyzed for noise are compiled into a set
ΩN = {Φ1, Φ2, Φ3 . . . Φn}, where Φ represents an image patch and n is the
total number of patches. Various patch regions sizes were tested and neg-
ligible CRF estimation result differences were found for patch sizes 25x25 or
larger, although the algorithm performance was impacted by patch sizes above
50x50. The patch size was empirically selected to 30x30 pixels for most ex-
periments. The total number of patches was also empirically selected to be
between 500-1000 patches per image. Figure 4.4 shows an example edge map
and subsequent patches selected for noise analysis. Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show
the non-linear noise features plot for the red, green and blue channels, and the
linearized noise features plot respectively, after selecting a range of patches.
4.3.5 Bayesian Framework with Posterior Probability Distribution
Estimation
ML and MAPmethods produce single value solution estimates following Bayes’
theorem. Instead, it is preferred, if possible, to compute the posterior probabil-
ity distribution and calculate an expected value from such distribution, taking
advantage of all the information included in the whole posterior distribution
that ML and MAP discard. The caveat is that this becomes computation-
ally harder as the dimensionality of the parameter space grows. To solve this,
estimation methods can be implemented, offering practical solutions to the
posterior probability distribution presented in equation 4.11.
p (g|ΩN) =
p (ΩN |g) p (g)
p (ΩN)
=
p (ΩN |g) p (g)´
g
p (ΩN |g) p (g) dg
(4.11)
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Figure 4.4: Edge Map and Noise Patches
Example edge detected image and accompanying noise patch detection
avoiding textured image areas identified by the edge detection algorithm.
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Figure 4.5: Noise Features Plot for Non-Linear Image
Non-linear relationship between square of the total noise and the measured
pixel value for R, G, and B channels, for ARRI camera image.
Figure 4.6: Noise Features Plot for Linearized Image
Non-linear relationship correction through inverse CRF, between square of
the total noise and the measured pixel value for R, G, and B channels, for
ARRI camera image.
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4.3.6 Prior Probability Distribution
Similarly to section 3.4.6, a prior probability distribution is modeled based on
the EMoR PCA coefficients compiled by Grossberg and Nayar [24], with the
addition of current systems CRFs. This prior probability distribution, p(g),
describes prior knowledge about the mathematical description and space of
CRFs and is modeled as a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), with means and
covariances µi,Σi for each mixture component i and mixture proportion αi.






4.3.7 Likelihood Probability Distribution
From section 4.3.3, the estimated inverse CRF should yield a low Pearson’s
distance for the right inverse CRF. The likelihood probability distribution,
p (ΩN | g), can also then be modeled by incorporating this distance, d, into an
exponential distribution with again λ set empirically and Z being a normal-
ization constant.
p (ΩN | g) =
1
Z
exp (−λd (g; ΩN)) (4.13)
4.3.8 Posterior Probability Distribution
Bayes’ theorem, shown in equation 4.11, describes how to calculate the poste-
rior probability distribution function. The problem in calculating the posterior
is that integrals, like the one in the denominator of equation 4.11, can be quite
difficult to compute. Analytical solutions of the integral for a high dimensional
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posterior distribution can be impossible to obtain and in turn, the exact form
of p(g | ΩN) can’t be determined. One way to solve this problem is with so-
lution methods like ML or MAP. The drawback again, is that these methods
compute a single estimate and throw away information included in the poste-
rior probability distribution. To overcome this, we can implement a sampling
approach where we can draw samples from a distribution that asymptotically
approaches the posterior, p(g | ΩN), without having to calculate the integral
in equation 4.11. To take advantage of the information included in the poste-
rior probability distribution, we can then calculate an expected value for the
function in question.
To first estimate the posterior probability distribution of g, we im-
plement a sampling approach. Once the posterior probability distribution is
estimated, an expected value is easily computed to find the coefficients to es-
timate the inverse CRF g. This expectation is shown in equation 4.14 for
the general continuous case. For the discrete case, the integral turns into a
summation.
E [f (z)] =
ˆ
f (z) p (z) dz (4.14)
In this case z is the random variable, and p (z) is the probability dis-
tribution over possible values of z. The goal is then to calculate the expected
value of f (z) = g, which is the CRF, over the whole posterior probability
distribution of g, p(g | ΩN).
E [g] =
ˆ
g · p (g | ΩN) dg (4.15)
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4.3.9 Markov Chain Monte Carlo Sampling
The problem in calculating the expected value in equation 4.15 arises from
the fact that computing the integral can be an intractable problem due to
high dimensionality[31]. Another way to think about this calculation is to
sample K points z(1), z(2), z(3)... z(K) randomly from the posterior probability
distribution function p (g | ΩN). This sampling will result in an unnormalized
estimate of the posterior probability distribution, from which we can then
obtain an expected value in the following form.











By thinking of the problem in this way, we can implement a Markov
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling algorithm, like the Metropolis-Hastings
algorithm, to approximate the posterior probability distribution in equation
4.11 for g, given a set of noise patches pixel data ΩN . This approach is, of
course, also viable with the color edge distributions set Ωc and that solution
approach. The dimensionality of the sampling space is determined by the
number of coefficients in the EMoR computed from the DoRF, since it provides
a concise descriptor for the inverse CRF. The work by Grossberg and Nayar
[24]showed that 3-5 bases modeled all the CRFs in the DoRF well, with 3
bases, or principal components, capturing at least 99.6% of the information in
the DoRF.
MCMC is an approach for generating samples z(t) in equation 4.16,
while exploring a state space Z using what is known as a Markov chain. The
mechanism is constructed in such a way that the chain spends the most time
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in the important regions of the state space. By important regions we mean
that the chain produces samples that mimic samples drawn from a target
distribution p(z), a multidimensional posterior probability distribution. This
is important because samples cannot be drawn directly from the distribution in
question, but it can be evaluated up to a normalizing constant. This stochastic
process z(t) is called a Markov chain if its evolution only depends on the current
state and a fixed transition matrix U , meaning that U , U(z(t) | z(t−1))
remains invariant for all t. This is also known as a homogeneous chain.
p(z(t) | z(t−1), . . . , z(1)) = U(z(t) | z(t−1)) (4.17)
The chain will converge to the invariant distribution p(z) for any start-
ing point, if the stochastic transition matrix U satisfies two properties. The
first one is irreducibility. This means that for any state in the Markov chain,
there is a positive probability to transition to all other states. The second
one is aperiodicity. This means that the chain should not get trapped in any
cycles. With these two properties satisfied, convergence is guaranteed.
The values obtained with the Markov chain must be representative
of the posterior distribution, the chain should be of enough length so that
the estimates are accurate and stable and last, it should be efficient so that
the estimates are calculated with the least number of steps possible to avoid
exceeding computing power or introducing impracticality [32]. To this end,
estimates of central tendency (like mode or median) along with the limits of the
95% High Density Interval should not vary much when the MCMC is run again
with different initial starting values. Following visual inspection of trace plots
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Figure 4.7: MCMC Trace Plots for Mean and Standard Deviation for 30,000
ESS
Effective sample size trace plot example for mean and standard deviation of
the estimated posterior probability distribution.
along with other guidelines and a 10,000 effective sample size (ESS) heuristic
presented by [32], an ESS of at least 30,000 was selected for most experiments
to ensure accuracy and stability while maintaining computational efficiency.
Figure 4.7 shows example trace plots for mean and standard deviation of the
MCMC samples to approximate a target probability function of 3 coefficients
for the CRF PCA model.
4.3.10 Metropolis-Hastings Algorithm
The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm is one of the most well-known MCMC
methods. A Metropolis-Hastings step of invariant distribution p(z) and pro-
posal distribution q(z∗ | z) involves sampling a candidate value z∗, given a
current value z, and according to q(z∗ | z). The proposal distribution is an
easy to sample distribution that helps to sample the state space while eval-
uating the probabilities of the target distribution. The chain moves towards
new candidate value z∗ with the following acceptance probability, staying at
z otherwise.
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A(z, z∗) = min{1, p(z∗) · q(z | z∗)
p(z) · q(z∗ | z)
} (4.18)
By choosing a symmetric random walk proposal distribution, like a
multivariate normal distribution, q(z∗ | z) = q(z | z∗), the acceptance prob-
ability simplifies to the following equation. This special case is known as the
Metropolis algorithm.
A(z, z∗) = min{1, p(z∗)
p(z)
} (4.19)
The pseudo-code for the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm is shown next.
• Initialize z(0)
• For t = 0 : K − 1
– Sample u ∼ U[0,1]
– Sample z ∼ q(z∗ | z(t))
– If u < A(z(t), z∗)
* z(t+1) = z∗
– Else
* z(t+1) = z(t)
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With the implementation of this sampling approach, the posterior probabil-
ity distribution, p(g | ΩN), can be efficiently estimated and it allows for the
expected value of the inverse CRF, g, to be computed based off of all the
information included in the posterior probability distribution. Once the CRF
is estimated, it can be used to linearize a real camera’s images so they can be
incorporated into an ACES workflow, either for the calculation of an IDT or
for the implementation of an IDT as presented in the next section.
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4.4 Summary
This section described key extensions to Lin’s methodology and novel contri-
butions. First, the expansion from a single image to a sequence of images,
introduced additional image data to include more edge color distributions in
the likelihood probability distribution and minimize the impact of noise in
edges only from a single image. This lead to identifying a noise based metric
that is affected by the non-linearity of the CRF. This noise metric is based
on the relationship between the square of the total noise contained in non-
textured image areas, dominated by photon noise and read noise, and the
measured code value. This relationship is a linear relationship for images that
are radiometrically linear, but deviates from linear for images that have been
captured and processed through a CRF. A Pearson distance metric was then
incorporated into the likelihood probability distribution and Bayesian frame-
work.
Along with the noise image features, the estimation of the posterior
probability distribution is necessary to find a solution to the inference problem
by computing an expected value from the posterior probability distribution to
obtain the CRF. This was achieved by implementing an MCMC sampling
algorithm known as the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. This in turn allowed
for the computation of the CRF by taking into account the estimated posterior
probability distribution instead of just a single point estimate like in MAP
solutions.
By combining the new noise based image feature and the MCMC sam-
pling of the posterior probability distribution, a more robust and accurate
estimation of the CRF was possible and demonstrated in the experiments dis-
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cussed in this dissertation.
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5 ACES Input Device Transform
5.1 Introduction
An accurate estimate of the CRF will enable the correct implementation or
calculation of an IDT, which is necessary to input content from any capture de-
vice into the ACES workflow. The calculation of an IDT is described next and
follows the guidelines in the AMPAS Recommended Procedure for computing
IDT’s [33, 1].
The first objective of the IDT is to convert radiometrically linear sig-
nals from any real camera to radiometrically linear signals as they would be
captured by the RICD. This is the main reason for calculating an accurate
estimate of the real camera CRF since the error in the optimization of the
IDT is directly impacted by the accuracy of the image linearization through
the inverse CRF. Also, any correctly calculated IDT matrix applied to non
radiometrically linear image data, will cause a similar color error impact in
the IDT processing result. The second objective of the IDT is to incorpo-
rate a treatment of the native camera white balancing such that a neutral
reflector would produce equal camera signals under the illuminant for which
the IDT is being designed. The calculation of an IDT is typically done in a
research environment by a camera manufacturer or research group, and the
results are then included in various post-production ACES workflow software
packages. The key is that these workflows expect radiometrically linearized
images before being processed through an IDT matrix. In the next sections,
the process for computing an IDT is described to explain how the CRF can
impact the accuracy of the IDT calculation or the subsequent ACES workflow
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Figure 5.1: MacBeth Color Chart
Example of industry known chart used in the IDT computation.
IDT implementation.
The ACES literature recommends two general approaches for an IDT
calculation based on the user’s access to the camera’s spectral sensitivity
curves. In the case where the spectral sensitivity of the camera is available,
the camera exposures for a set of training patches are computed vs. when the
spectral sensitivity curves are not available, in which case the camera expo-
sures can be obtained from exposing the camera to a set of known patches.
One example set of patches is the well known and previously mentioned Mac-
Beth chart, shown in figure 5.1, for which the spectral reflectances of the color
patches are also well known and published. Other sets of known reflectance
patches also exist and can be used.
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5.2 IDT for Image Capture
The first step in the calculation of the IDT involves capturing a series of images
from a set of known patches. If the camera produces non-linear signals due
to a non-linear CRF, the data will need to be linearized. The next step is to
white balance the images based on the scene illuminant, for which the IDT is
being created. The white balance normalization scalars ki are calculated by
equation 5.1 where Saw(λ) is the light source power spectral distribution and
SSi(λ) is the camera spectral sensitivity for each color channel i. These steps






5.2.1 ACES IDT Cost Function
Next comes the generation of the IDT matrix used to transform the cam-
era spectral sensitivities to the RICD native spectral sensitivities and apply
a chromatic adaptation as described in [33]. The conversion of the spectral
sensitivities is necessary so the output of the camera approximates the linear
exposures that would be captured by the RICD. Additionally, chromatic adap-
tation is necessary since ACES is scene-referred appearance based colorimetry
with D60 (noon daylight with 6000K correlated color temperature) defined as
the light source. Chromatic adaptation is the process by which the human
visual system adjusts its response to the average chromaticity of the existing
light source. Images taken under any other light source and properly white
balanced, have to then be chromatically adapted to represent the perception
of those same scene colors viewed under a D60 light source.
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The IDT matrix coefficients are computed by optimizing a cost function
built with an appropriate color difference metric, following ACES guidelines.
Equation 5.2 shows this cost function.
deltaE = arg min(W deltaE[Lab(Tca, TD60), Lab(MACES ·B · Expwb, TD60)])
(5.2)
One popular color difference metric used is the deltaE color differences
metric, for which various versions exist, each aiming to improve on perceptual
color difference prediction performance [5]. The color difference calculation is
done between standard 1931 CIE tristimulus values, XYZ, for a set of training
patches and the tristimulus values obtained after conversion of digital camera
exposures of the same training patches. Both sets of tristimulus values are
converted to the CIE L*a*b* color space for the calculation due to CIE L*a*b*
being closer to a perceptually uniform color space. Measuring the accuracy of
color difference metrics in regards to actual perceptual differences is an area of
active research where newer color spaces, like ICtCp, have shown recently to be
more perceptually uniform [34]. An important related measure is the minimum
detectable perceptual difference, known as a just noticeable difference (JND).
A deltaE of 1-2 is considered to be the threshold of color difference detectability
for human observers, with a tolerance of up to 3 in many applications [34],
and represents a practical minimum error aim for the IDT. The tristimulus
values can be calculated according to the color-matching properties of the CIE
1931 Standard Colorimetric Observer [35]. Equations 5.3 and 5.4, show this
calculation.
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In equation 5.3, X, Y and Z are the 1931 CIE tristimulus values, R (λ)is
the patch reflectance, Saw (λ)is the light source power spectral distribution,
x̄,ȳ, z̄ are the 1931 CIE color matching functions and k is the normalization
term, which by convention, is the same in the calculation of X, Y and Z.
The cost function presented in equation 5.2 also includes W , which
represents a set of optional weighting factors applied to the training patch
set when more importance is given to a particular set of colors because of a
specific application, like for example emphasizing the accurate reproduction
of skin tones. Tca are the chromatically adapted tristimulus values for the
training spectra and TD60 are the tristimulus values for the ACES white D60,
[0.953, 1, 1.009]. The chromatic adaptation transform predicts corresponding
colors under the given illuminant D60, where corresponding colors refers to
two colors which match in appearance when the first is viewed under a pri-
mary illuminant and the second is viewed under a secondary illuminant. The
chromatic adaptation method used is comprised of two steps, first a primary
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color space rotation from 1931 CIE tristimulus values to CIE CAT pseudo-
cone fundamentals which redefine the 1931 CIE X,Y, Z colorimetric primaries
in more relevant psycho-anatomical terms, RCAT02, GCAT02, BCAT02. Second a
von Kries transform is applied as presented in [35] where the chromatically
adapted values are obtained by applying a diagonal matrix with diagonal val-
ues equal to the ratios of the red, green and blue colorimetric primaries for
the adapted white, w2 (D60 for ACES), to the red, green and blue colorimet-
ric primaries for the scene white, w1, both also in CIE CAT space. These




































Equation 5.7 shows the combination of these two matrix transforma-











MACES is another matrix defined by ACES to convert from ACES RGB
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B represents the IDTmatrix containing the coefficients, β1, β2, β3, β4, β5, β6
being computed by the optimization and Expwb are the linearized digital cam-
era exposures of the training patches white balanced to the scene illuminant.
The IDT matrix B is shown in equation 5.9, where it can be seen that the
structure of the matrix enforces row-unity normalization. This is appropriate




β1 β2 (1− β1 − β2)
β3 β4 (1− β3 − β4)
β5 β6 (1− β5 − β6)
 (5.9)
Examination of equation 5.9 shows that the optimal coefficients for
matrix B will be obtained when the Expwb values are proportional to linear
scene radiance, or equivalently, sensor irradiance values. This again reinforces
the need for properly linearizing the Expwb values through the CRF prior to
the IDT calculation. This research found that to ensure the linearity of the
optimization data, a seventh parameter, β7, could be included in equation 5.2
as a power function exponent CRF correction to linearize the training data
in the form Expβ7wb. This allows the optimization to find the optimum value
for a simple exponential model of the CRF, along with the IDT matrix coeffi-
cients. This would be beneficial during the calculation of an IDT, due to the
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controlled environment and access to training image data, but not during the
implementation where only production images are available. For the lineariza-
tion of image data before the implementation of an IDT, the methodology
presented in this work is recommended.
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5.3 Summary
Understanding the full calculation of the IDT, gives evidence to the fact that
non-linear measured pixel values will produce a larger color error metric when
optimizing the IDT matrix. This is not only evident when computing the IDT
matrix, but it can also translate to larger errors when implementing the IDT
in post-production workflows on image data that is believed to be linear, but
that in reality is not because the CRF is not known or is erroneously assumed
to be a wrong function. To improve the process of computing an IDT and
what’s more important, to improve the adoption and implementation of IDTs
in the industry, a method that can accurately estimate the CRT is beneficial,
as it translates to a reduction in the time necessary to manually correct for
color errors in post-production workflows.
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6 Alternative Approach for CRF Estimation
6.1 Introduction
A Bayesian inference model takes the most advantage of the image data avail-
able providing us with an entire distribution of answers and because of this
reason the methods described so far in this document were selected as the pri-
mary solution methods. It’s important to also recognize that neural network
(NN) based machine learning or deep learning, could also be considered as a
viable solution the problem.
Potential approaches could focus in modeling distance functions like
those in equations 3.16 and 4.10 with a neural network architecture, and subse-
quently introduce this result into a Bayesian solution framework. In addition,
both traditional and Bayesian approaches can be implemented for the super-
vised training of the network weights. Lastly, a Bayesian framework could
also be implemented to perform model selection between different neural net-
work architectures. To provide some background on these approaches, a brief
introduction to neural networks is presented in this section.
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6.2 Neural Networks
Neural networks differ from typical computer programs by being able to “learn”
from a set of training data. Generally a computer program will give a pre-
defined answer when presented with data, but a neural network will generalize
when presented with data extending outside of the training data. Neural net-
works have been proven to work well in pattern recognition and non-linear
curve fitting between a set of inputs and outputs [36] and this is a reason for
considering them as a viable solution for this research. Some essential aspects
about neural networks processing are the highly parallel execution of com-
putation and robust performance against noise, both of which are attractive
properties. More recently, studies have shown the ability of neural networks
to learn by reinforcement learning without direct human knowledge involved
[37], and more generally, over the last 5 years, the field of machine learning has
seen rapid growth, with recent developments resulting in the field now call deep
learning. What differentiates machine learning and deep learning is the ability
of the neural network architecture to automatically extract features from the
data that are meaningful to the task at hand, this having been a manual task
done by humans in the traditional machine learning sense. Deep learning has
been popularized by what are known as convolutional neural networks (CNN),
which have proven to be very effective in object identification in images and
many other applications. Next is a general description of the basic neural
network architecture which sits at the heart of both machine learning and
deep learning architectures, followed by a brief introduction on how Bayesian
methods can be applied to neural network training and model selection.
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Figure 6.1: Neural Network Node
Fundamental neural network node description.
6.2.1 Bayesian Methods in Neural Networks
In a neural network, the node composes the fundamental processing unit of
the network. A node receives an input and calculates an output as shown in
figure 6.1.
Each input is multiplied by a weight and summed before it is passed
through an activation function, fa(.). Equation 6.1 describes this step where
q represents a node, xn are inputs to that node, yq is the output, wqn are the




wqnxn + b) (6.1)
In Equation 6.1, the activation function fa(.) is an important factor
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Figure 6.2: Log-Sigmoid, Tan-Sigmoid and Linear Activation Functions
Classic neural network node activation functions.
in the non-linear behavior of neural networks. Three classic functions that




, the tan-sigmoid function fa (x) = tanh (x) and the linear
function fa (x) = x. Figure 6.2 shows each graph for the functions, each
presented with a zero bias term.
In a feedforward neural network neurons are grouped in layers. The
network can have one or many layers, depending on the application and com-
putational objective. The first layer receives the inputs and the last layer is
the output of the network. All middle layers are called hidden layers. Once a
network topology is established, in a machine learning or deep learning archi-
tecture, the node weights can be determined by what is known as supervised
training. Supervised training of a neural network consists of applying an it-
erative error minimization process while providing the network with labeled
training data. A typical gradient descent based algorithm used for this pur-
pose is the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [38]. Another option is to apply
Bayesian methodology to the learning of the network weights during training
[39]. Equation 6.2 expresses Bayes’ theorem for finding a posterior distribu-
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tion over the network weights w, where learning the weights means changing
our belief from a prior distribution, p(w), to the posterior, p(w | Ω), as a
consequence of seeing the data Ω. Once the posterior of the weights has been
calculated, we can also consider producing a distribution over the network
outputs, where the expected value of the posterior distribution of the net-
work outputs, p(y | x,Ω), can be obtained by marginalizing over the network
weights, as it’s shown in equation 6.3. Here x and y represent new input
output pairs of the trained network. Typically, in real life applications, this
integral also needs to be approximated by a sampling method like MCMC due
to the high dimensionality of the network weights.
p(w | Ω) = p(Ω | w)p(w)´
p(Ω | w)p(w)dw
(6.2)
p(y | x,Ω) =
ˆ
p(y | x,w)p(w | Ω)dw (6.3)
6.2.2 Model Selection
Considering different neural network architectures, like networks with differ-
ent number of hidden layers, inputs, nodes or outputs, a Bayesian framework
can also be implemented for model selection without the need for a separate
cross-validation data set. Applying Bayes’ theorem, the posterior distribution
can be computed over the different network architectures, or models Hi, al-
lowing the model with the largest posterior to be selected. Equation 6.4 shows
Bayes’ theorem applied to model selection and equation 6.5 defines p(Ω | Hi),
called the marginal likelihood or evidence for Hi. Following certain assump-
tions about the weights, the evidence for Hi integral calculation can also be
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efficiently approximated.




p(Ω | Hi) =
ˆ
p(Ω | w, Hi)p(w | Hi)dw (6.5)
A caveat in a neural network approach is that its performance is highly
dependent on the training data available. For this research, this would imply
images from a large number of camera models which can present a practical
challenge. A possible solution to this would be to use simulated data during
the training phase or restricting the performance of the network to a subset
of camera models or conditions. Nonetheless, a neural network based machine
learning approach could be investigated in the future as an alternative or
complement to this research.
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6.3 Summary
The flexibility of neural networks presents an attractive alternative for this
research. Although flexible, this also opens many possibilities and alternative
approaches that could each be a full research endeavor in itself and for that
reason, although initially evaluated as a solution, it was moved to a poten-
tial future work opportunity to develop different solutions to the statistical
inference problem.
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7 CRF Estimation Experimental Results
7.1 Introduction
Throughout the evolution of this research, continuous evaluation of CRF es-
timation results was carried out at the different stages of progress as well as
analysis of the impact in the implementation of an IDT in a ACES workflow.
The work completed is briefly summarized next followed by descriptions of the
results obtained at each stage of the research.
1. The first results obtained in this research are related to the expansion
of Lin’s algorithm to include multiple frames vs. a single frame CRF
estimation. This work is published in the 2013 SMPTE Annual Technical
Conference Proceedings [28].
2. Following the expansion of Lin’s methodology to include multiple frames,
the Bayesian MCMC methodology described in chapter 3 was imple-
mented to estimate the posterior probability distribution of the CRF for
edge color distribution image features. The work covering the estimation
of the CRF through this Bayesian MCMC methodology utilizing edge
color distribution image features showed estimation improvements over
the previous implementation and is published in the August 2019 issue
of the SMPTE Motion Imaging Journal [40].
3. The Bayesian MCMC methodology was again implemented to estimate
the posterior probability distribution of the CRF with a novel likelihood
probability loss function based on noise image features as described in
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section 3.2. These results showed to be comparable to the Bayesian
MCMC methodology utilizing edge color distributions.
4. Update of DoRF to include additional camera CRF data.
5. IDT computation color error analysis. This analysis showed the expected
perceived color error in the computation of an IDT based on different
levels of CRF linearization error.
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7.2 Camera, Images and Setup
Image data was collected from an ARRI D21 camera, which is a good repre-
sentation of typical cameras used in the motion picture industry. The data
collected consisted of both actual response measurements utilizing an ISO
CRF measurement chart, as well as camera footage including different motion
sequences. Figures 7.1 and 7.2 show the measured CRF for the ARRI D21 mo-
tion picture camera under two different settings. Figure 7.1 shows the CRF
setting for typical HD video gamma encoding, and figure 7.2 shows a more
“filmic” encoding labeled as LogC by ARRI, which increases the camera’s dy-
namic range capabilities at capture. The CRF under this setting allows the
camera to capture highlights beyond the maximum allowable for the HD video
gamma encoding while still not reaching the maximum encoded code value.
These are examples of different CRF options to the user of a motion imaging
camera.
Figure 7.1: Arri D-21 Gamma Encoding Response Function
Theoretical versus measured CRF for an ARRI camera.
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Figure 7.2: Arri D-21 LogC Encoding Response Function
Comparison of standard video CRF and extended dynamic range CRF for
ARRI camera.
7.3 Multiple Frames MAP CRF Estimation
Estimation of the inverse CRF for the ARRI D21 professional motion picture
camera was done for the HD video gamma encoding setting and this served
as the main benchmark testing set for all other methodologies implemented in
this research, although additional cameras and settings were also tested. This
setting makes the camera output high definition motion images following the
ITU Rec.709 video standard. Figure 7.3 shows a frame from the sequence of
images captured with the ARRI D21 in this setting.
For this part of the research, additional frames from a sequence of
images were included to improve the estimation of the inverse CRF with the
goal of reducing the overall impact of noise in the edge color distributions.
The set of color triplets described in equation 3.16, Ωc, was formed from 20
x 20 pixel windows that contained edge colors between two uniform regions.
The windows selected were non-overlapping and centered on edges identified
by the Canny edge detection algorithm as described in section 3.4.2.
To determine the validity and quality of a color triplet, the edges se-
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Figure 7.3: Sample ARRI D21 Frame
Sample image from sequence captured with ARRI camera.
lected were analyzed by the detection algorithm and the mean color and color
variance were computed for the two regions on each side of the edge. If both
regions had a color variance below a specified low threshold, 4% for most ex-
periments, then the regions were considered uniform. Also, to guarantee that
the distance measure in equation 3.16 was not dominated by image noise, the
mean colors had to lie a specified distance from each other, at least 8% color
difference in this implementation. The edge colors also had to lie within the
range delimited by the two regions where the edge is. This requirement helped
exclude edges with ringing that would affect the distance calculation.
A comparison was done with Lin’s single frame implementation and
the results are presented in figure 7.4, showing our estimation with 10 and 20
frames and Lin’s single frame algorithm, versus the aim for the ARRI D21.
The aim curves were created by fitting a five degree polynomial to the aim
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Figure 7.4: Camera Response Function Estimation Plot for 10 and 20 Frames
CRF estimation comparison for multiple frames versus single frame edge
color distributions.
Red Green Blue
20 frames .077 .047 .044
10 frames .067 .059 .040
Single frame .072 .051 .063
Table 7.1: RMS Error
RMS error between estimated CRF and theoretical CRF for single frame and
multiple frame estimation methods.
data collected by photographing a CRF measurement chart.
The RMS error between the estimations and the aim curves for each
color channel was computed and is presented in table 7.1, showing modest
improvement by using multiple frames.
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7.4 CRF Estimation Using Edge Color Distributions
In addition to expanding Lin’s algorithm to include multiple frames, a Bayesian
MCMC algorithm was also implemented using edge color distributions to es-
timate the posterior distribution of the CRF following the methodology pre-
sented in section 3.4, but with an expansion to estimate the posterior prob-
ability function instead of the MAP approach. This approach used a single
frame captured under the same conditions described in the previous sections.
The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, as described in [31] and section
4.3.10, was implemented to sample the space of the inverse CRF g and ap-
proximate the posterior distribution. The CRF model presented in section
3.2.1 was used with 5 PCA components, making the sampling a 5-dimensional
problem. In this implementation of the algorithm, the MCMC sampling algo-
rithm was optimized by looking at the range covered by the PCA coefficients
based on the DoRF to optimize the CRF PCA model sampling space. Also
equal CRFs were assumed for the red, green and blue channels. Figure 7.5
shows the CRF (inverse of g) expected value, compared with with the actual
measured CRF for the camera and the estimations presented in the previous
section. RMS errors between the MCMC CRF estimation and the aim curves
were .028, .021, .021 for the red, green and blue channels respectively, showing
improvement over the MAP method. Figure 7.6 shows the MCMC approxi-
mation of the PCA coefficients CRF model target functions that represent the
5 dimensional posterior probability function of g. Coefficients 1 and 2 show
more complex and non-Gaussian shaped probability distributions that are bet-
ter described by computing the expected value of the distribution instead of
a single value like the mode. This is evidence for the improvement of these
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Figure 7.5: MCMC CRF Estimation with Edge Color Distributions
CRF estimation comparison with posterior probability distribution sampling
and CRF expected value calculation, including edge color distribution image
features.
results over the MAP approach.
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Figure 7.6: MCMC Approximation of Target Function for Coefficient 1
through 5
Histograms showing the approximate shape of the posterior probability
distribution of the CRF coefficients, for a 5 dimensional PCA model.
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7.5 CRF Estimation Using Noise Image Features
A Bayesian MCMC algorithm was also implemented to estimate the posterior
distribution of the CRF following the methodology presented in section 4.2 us-
ing consecutive motion frames captured under the same conditions described
in the previous sections. The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, as described sec-
tion 4.3.10, was again implemented to sample the space of the inverse CRF
g and approximate the posterior distribution. The CRF model presented in
section 3.2.1 was again used, bu this time with 3 PCA components instead of
5 PCA components, reducing the dimensionality of the sampling space. Equal
CRFs were also assumed for the red, green and blue channels as this is a com-
mon industry assumption. Figure 7.7 shows the CRF (inverse of g) expected
value, compared with the actual measured CRF for the camera. RMS errors
between the MCMC CRF estimation using the image noise features and the
aim curves were .017, .020, .020 for the red, green and blue channels respec-
tively, showing modest improvement over the MCMC CRF estimation using
edge color distributions. Figure 7.8 shows the MCMC approximation of the
PCA coefficients CRF model target functions that represent a 3 dimensional
posterior probability function of g. These results show the viability of using
noise image features in the methodology presented.
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Figure 7.7: MCMC CRF Estimation with Noise Image Features
CRF estimation comparison with posterior probability distribution sampling
and CRF expected value calculation, including noise image features.
7.6 IDT Computation Color Error Analysis
As mentioned in previous sections, the optimization of the IDT matrix is a
linear transformation that will only reach a minimum deltaE error value when
the camera exposures have been properly linearized and the minimum error will
depend on various factors, the most important being the spectral sensitivities
of the capture camera and how close their design is to a linear combination of
the RICD spectral sensitivities specified by ACES. This means that based on
different sensor manufacturers, the error in the optimization will likely never
be zero except in the case where the camera spectral sensitivities satisfy the
condition mentioned above. In this example analysis, the minimum deltaE
obtained when the data was perfectly linearized was 1.1. Non-linear data will
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Figure 7.8: MCMC Approximation of Target Function - 3 Coefficients
Histograms showing the approximate shape of the posterior probability
distribution of the CRF coefficients, for a 3 dimensional PCA model.
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Table 7.2: IDT deltaE Calculation Error
Resulting color error in the computation or implementation of an IDT as the
image data deviates from being radiometrically linear.
only increase the minimum error achievable by the matrix transformation,
and it is important to again highlight that the minumum deltaE achievable,
even when the image data is perfectly linearized, depends on the spectral
sensitivity of the camera sensor and how similar or different it is to the RICD
spectral sensitivity, as discussed in chapter 5. To illustrate this point, table 7.2
presents the impact of not estimating the CRF accurately, deviating from a
perfect linearization of the image data. This was obtained by modifying linear
data and encoding it non-linearly before the calculation of the IDT following
the procedure in 5. The non-linear deviations were implemented as gamma
functions of .95, .9, .85 and .8, where a gamma of 1 would represent original
linear data or perfect linearized data after implementing an inverse CRF.
These results demonstrate how a slight deviation from linear correction
causes an increase in the color difference error during the optimization of the
IDT coefficients and how important it is to accurately estimate the CRF so
that correct linearization of the image data leads to the least possible color
difference error in the calculation or the implementation of the IDT matrix in
post-production. The RMS error for the associated CRF estimation deviation
is also included in the table as a comparison reference to the RMS errors pre-
sented in the previous two sections. Larger color difference errors in the IDT
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computation will directly transfer to more time spent in post-production do-
ing manual correction and adjustments to match images. Achieving a deltaE
color error of around 2 or below, will produce satisfactory results in the ACES
encoding of the images as discussed in section 5.2.1. A deltaE of 1-2 is con-
sidered a JND and is an appropriate aim threshold to achieve so images are
considered encoded correctly into ACES via the IDT.
Looking at results in the previous sections, RMS errors were reduced
from a maximum of around .07 with Lin’s methodology, to RMS errors of
around .02 implementing the Bayesian framework presented in this disserta-
tion. This RMS error reduction translated to a color error reduction from a
deltaE of approximately 7 to around 4 with the estimation of the posterior
probability distribution using edge color distributions for the cameras consid-
ered, and subsequently to a deltaE of 2 with the noise image features approach.
This overall reduction of 5 deltaE units represented a dramatic improvement
in the performance of the IDT after proper linearization of the camera im-
ages to be transformed by the IDT. This error reduction is an example of
the improvements produced by computing an expected value of the posterior
probability distribution instead of the mode of the distribution. Coefficient 1
and coefficient 2 in figure 7.6 are examples of more complex parameter poste-
rior probability distributions where the mode is not a sufficient descriptor and
an expected value of the estimated posterior probability distribution produces
more accurate results. This color error reduction also represents a potential
reduction in the time spent in post-production working on technical grading of
images from different camera sources, leaving more time to be spent in creative
grading of the images. Although part of the post-production time savings de-
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pends on the performance of the IDT, the exact total time also depends on the
ability of the post-production colorist performing technical grade operations.
With the color error reduction obtained, a conservative minimum 50% time
savings could be achieved in technical grading, based on various conversations
with industry professionals about the potential impact of this work. As part of
the future work, measurements of the actual time savings are planned during
testing of the algorithm in post-production.
In addition, the inclusion of a seventh parameter in the IDT calculation
optimization, as described in section 5.2.1, showed that the IDT matrix opti-
mization can simultaneously compute the exponent, β7, for a power function
model of the CRF. As a reminder, this is an optional approach for the calcu-
lation of an IDT, but not possible during the implementation of an IDT. For
implementation of an already calculated IDT, the linearization of the camera
images would be performed following the methodology in this dissertation.
7.7 Methodology Limitations Summary
Results obtained confirmed that a Bayesian approach estimating the posterior
probability distribution through an MCMC algorithm, and the subsequent
calculation of an expected value from the posterior distribution, is a viable
method for estimating the CRF from images. This methodology showed im-
provement over ML and MAP while maintaining some computational prac-
ticality which can be further improved with future algorithm optimizations.
Nonetheless, there are certain limitations worth noting regarding the various
methods presented in this work.
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• For methods using edge color distributions, color edges satisfying the
conditions in section 3.4.3 are necessary to avoid potential ambiguity in
the estimation of the CRF. Neutral color edges will produce estimation
ambiguities and should not be analyzed with this technique.
• For methods using edge color distributions, high levels of image noise
caused by any kind of underexposures to the sensor, will result in non-
optimum edge color distributions deviating from the conditions presented
in section 3.4.3 and affecting the distance calculation in equation 3.16
and subsequent estimation of the CRF.
• For methods using noise image features, high spatial image processing
will affect the distance calculation in equation 4.10. High noise reduc-
tion will affect the ability to measure the photon/read noise at different
non-textured areas of the image and consequently affect the accurate
estimation of the CRF.
• For methods using noise image features, very low dynamic range images,
e.g. very dark or very bright images, will present a challenge in calculat-
ing an accurate estimate of data like shown in figure 4.5 for the images
in question. The linearity of the data presented on figure 4.5 is best
obtained and visualized with code values across the full dynamic range
of the camera system. Reducing the number of measurements to points
grouped together in any single area of the camera dynamic range, will
affect the accurate calculation of the correlation coefficient and distance
calculation in equation 4.10.
• Finally, for methods using noise image features, highly textured image
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content will present a challenge in the identification of enough non-
textured image areas to compute the total noise in equation 4.9.
Although these limitations must be taken into account, motion picture indus-
try images provide the characteristics necessary for both approaches, using
edge color distributions or noise image features, to be successful the majority
of the times, as images tend to be composed of a wide dynamic range, in most
cases have been minimally post-processed. Also, only in very particular situa-
tions, images are not captured in color or contain a majority of neutral tones.
Because of this, the methods presented here are a general viable solution to
the problem of estimating a CRF.
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7.8 Hardware Platform Details
All instances of the algorithm were implemented using MATLAB as the pro-
gramming platform. The latest implementation was done in MATLAB R2018a.
The hardware utilized for most experiments consisted of a MacBook Pro with
a 2.8 GHz Intel Core i7 CPU and 16 GB of RAM and including a AMD Radeon
R9 M370X with 2GB of RAM. For tests on a faster platform, experiments were
done on a Dell Precision 5820 with a 3.7 GHz Intel Xeon W2145 CPU and 32
GB of RAM, where full algorithm implementation times averaged 5-10 min-
utes for both the edge color distribution approach and for the noise features






A Bayesian approach as described in this work, is a viable solution to esti-
mating an electronic camera CRF from captured digital images. Again, this
is an important computation when the CRF is not known from metadata or
from a direct measurement. In many cases, only captured digital images, and
not the camera or accompanying metadata, are available when incorporating
said images into a motion picture post-production workflow. A CRF will typi-
cally represent a non-linear relationship between the irradiance from the scene
and the measured pixel code value for benefits including encoding efficiency
and perceptual accuracy as described in this research. Understanding this
non-linearity is also important to ensure the proper calculation or implemen-
tation of color space transformations like the IDT. The calculation of the IDT
assumes a linear relationship between the exposures captured by the camera
system and the measured pixel code values and any non-linearity still present
in the image pixel code values at the time of calculating or implementing an
IDT, will result in a color error that will prevent a post-production workflow,
like ACES, from being efficient in its implementation.
Although radiometric calibration methods exist to estimate a CRF, the
majority of these methods require image capture techniques that restrict ex-
posure or position of the camera at the moment of capture. These restrictions
are impractical in any motion picture production workflow. In addition, many
methods are limited in the CRF mathematical model implemented. To avoid
these limitations, this work focused on expanding the methodology presented
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by Lin et al. based on single image radiometric calibration. This presented a
viable practical method where captured images could be analyzed to estimate
the CRF of the camera in question, and proper image linearization could be
performed before implementing any color transform requiring linear pixel code
values. This presented a potentially viable methodology where the radiomet-
ric calibration implementation would only depend on one image or a series
of images, without any strict restrictions on how those images were captured.
This flexibility was key when it came to developing a methodology that would
be practical for implementation in motion picture post-production workflows.
Lin’s methodology centered around the use of edge color distributions
to serve as the image feature that helps identify the linearity or non-linearity
of pixel code values. This image feature was useful in any color image where
edge image processing would not interfere with the likelihood function dis-
tance measure used in their MAP Bayesian inference approach. This meant
that any image highly image processed, like with large edge enhancements, or
with high levels of image noise, could present a problem for the CRF estima-
tion with that approach. To overcome this, several possible improvements to
their methodology were investigated. The first extension to the work focused
on expanding the number of edge color distributions included in the data set
used to compute the distance measure that was to be minimized during the
MAP Bayesian inference. This expansion was carried out by including vari-
ous ranges of frames in the optimization and it showed modest improvement
over the existing method by providing more data that satisfied the statisti-




The next extension of the work focused on improving the Bayesian
framework by going from a single value estimation, as is the case with MAP,
to a full posterior probability distribution estimation of the parameters in
the CRF model. This approach took into account the whole posterior dis-
tribution and allowed then the computation of an expected value based on
the full posterior probability. The benefits of this approach were clearly seen
in situations where the parameter probability distribution was more complex
than a Gaussian shaped distribution, like coefficient 2 in figure 7.6. This ap-
proach produced noticeable improvements that were measured by computing
the RMS errors between the estimated CRF and the actual measured CRF
for a series of images. This RMS error was further correlated to perceived
color differences that would be noticed by industry professionals manipulat-
ing said images. By reducing the RMS error, the expected perceived color
error was also reduced, aiming at avoiding time spent in technical grading vs.
creative grading in a motion picture post-production workflow. To expand
the methodology as mentioned above, and estimate a full posterior probabil-
ity distribution, an MCMC sampling method was used to find a compromise
between computational accuracy and computational practicality. Calculating
the exact posterior probability distribution can be computationally expensive
or simply an intractable problem due to high parameter dimensionality. By
implementing an MCMC sampling algorithm, an estimated posterior proba-
bility distribution could be obtained by analyzing the stability of the resulting
statistics. This in turn provided a potentially viable method that could then
be incorporated into post-production workflows.
Furthermore, by analyzing potential image artifacts affecting the edge
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color distributions used in the likelihood function distance measure, different
noise components, and their signature on linear vs. non-linear pixel code val-
ues, proved to be a novel image feature to be used as a key metric in the
likelihood probability distribution. The noise image feature, based on pho-
ton and read noise that exist in all pixel code values, presented a second
option to the posterior probability distribution estimation method and pro-
duced comparable results to the color edge distributions technique. This is a
novel image feature and a key contribution to the radiometric calibration field
which includes other applications like remote sensing imaging. Although some
limitations also impact this approach, these only occur on very specific cases
which tend to not be typical, or the majority of the images expected in motion
picture workflows. In most cases, images that don’t include the limitations
will be accessible for analysis even when images with limitations also exist.
The Bayesian framework presented in this work can also be simplified
by implementing a CRF model with fewer parameters, or a simpler model al-
together, while still taking advantage of the edge color distributions or noise
image features used for distance measures in the likelihood distribution func-
tion. This provides further research opportunities looking into the optimum
implementation of this algorithm in different post-production workflows.
In conclusion, a robust method for radiometric calibration in motion
picture workflow was developed and tested along with expansions to other
existing methods. The methods rely solely on images captured during nor-
mal production workflow scenarios and utilizes image features that are easily
measurable, to obtain an accurate approximation of the CRF. The Bayesian
framework proved to be an appropriate methodology as initially suggested and
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also keeps the door open to further experimentation and analysis of new image
features that could potentially expand this research into the analysis of other




Finally, it’s important to realize that the limitations each approach presents
serve as motivation to keep improving the CRF estimation methodologies pre-
sented in this work. New capture technologies will open opportunities to test
and expand the methodologies presented here with those new capture systems
and images. Also, optimization of the algorithm to reduce implementation
times, will increase the practicality and viability to become an integral part
of motion picture post-production workflows like ACES. Research should con-
tinue into identifying additional image features that offer statistical informa-
tion valuable not only for radiometric calibration, but for the estimation of
other capture parameters that can help in the post-production of motion im-
ages in addition to simpler CRF models that can be implemented to optimize
the performance of the algorithm.
Focusing on the practicality of the algorithm for use in post-production,
three areas of further research can be prioritized. First, the combination of
both image features into the Bayesian framework presented has the potential
of improving results by overcoming some of the limitations suffered by each
method on its own. Measuring noise and dynamic range of the image in ques-
tion, can provide information to decide which image feature has the potential
to produce better results in a real time implementation. Low dynamic range
might mean that the noise image feature might be too localized and not provide
sufficient points to obtain a reliable correlation measure of linearity, indicating
the use of the edge color distributions in that case. High noise across the whole
image might indicate that edge color distributions might be affected in their
distance measure for linearity, and that no reliable non-textured areas can be
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selected for the noise image feature approach, resulting in a rejection of that
image data for reliable analysis.
Second, as new camera models get introduced, their CRFs can be in-
cluded in the DoRF. Furthermore, the DoRF can be customized to just in-
clude a subset of the CRFs which can all be for example from a specific camera
manufacturer. This has the potential of reducing the parameter space for that
specific camera manufacturer. Several assumptions are made for this to be pos-
sible, these being that the camera manufacturer and designers keep consistency
in their sensors’ spectral sensitivity as well as the range of CRFs implemented.
If these assumptions are correct, the DoRF can then be customized by camera
manufacturer and a principal component model and Gaussian mixture model
can be computed for each customized database, potentially reducing the pa-
rameter space. This would in turn potentially allow for a complete description
of the posterior probability distribution, or a faster and more efficient MCMC
implementation.
Third, at the same time that the DoRF can be customized, analysis
of simpler CRF models could give an insight into faster alternatives for CRF
estimation of certain camera image data. Although many camera manufac-
turers deviate from simple gamma or logarithmic CRF implementations like
mentioned before, other camera manufacturers do implement these type of
functions. Furthermore, the same camera manufacturer can implement a dif-
ferent CRF depending on the output format settings, allowing for a simpler
CRF model under certain settings, and more complex CRFs under other set-
tings. This could be studied in combination with image features that provide
information about the output format. One example of these type of features
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is the image size, where an image size of 1280x720 or 1920x1080 might indi-
cate a High Definition standard output, where a gamma CRF model could be
sufficient for linearization of the data.
By focusing the immediate future work in these three areas, improve-
ments could be obtained in the implementation speed of the algorithm, further
improving its practicality in motion picture post-production workflows and al-
lowing the collection of feedback from colorists to quantify actual time savings
in technical grading operations.
Last, at a more early stage but following the alternative problem solu-
tion direction discussed in chapter 6, a neural network based approach could
be studied and combined with a Bayesian framework for network training and
model selection. Neural networks open the door to numerous approaches in-
cluding possible novel ways to learn image features affected by the non-linearity
introduced by a CRF. Neural networks require a lot of data for training, and
motion images are an attractive source of these large amounts of data. This
approach would entail a rethinking of how the problem is solved and might
focus on network training of image features that signal a radiometric non-
linearity as a first step, and subsequently focus on network prediction of a
simpler CRF model based on image pixel data and learned image features.
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Figure A.1: ARRI ISO Dependent CRFs
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Figure A.2: Sony CRFs
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Figure B.1: CRF Post-Production Workflow Diagram
This diagram shows a visual approximation of how the inverse CRF impacts




ACES Workflow Description Diagram
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Figure C.1: ACES Workflow Diagram
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